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This study is designed to investigate the degree of impact psychological

education training has on the psychological development of teachers.

Specifically,

the areas of development which this study assesses are ego development, self-

actualization and attitudes about teacher-pupil relationships.
this

Conceptually,

paper will examine various developmental theories and their appropriateness

to the establishment of a developmentally

based psychological education program.

I

Finally, the significance of this study can be seen in its attempts to critique its

psychological education training program from a developmental point of view as
well as to design an outline of what might be considered a developmentally-

based psychological education training program.

Procedures
Twenty-five teachers (volunteers) ranging from grades kindergarten

through high school comprised the experimental group which underwent two

years of workshop training.

A

control group also consisted of twenty- five

experimental

teachers from kindergarten to high school. No one

in either the

or control group had any previous formal training

in affective -human stic

iv

education.

Both groups were evaluated on the following assessment tools:

Personal Orientation Inventory, which oxaminos the degree of self-actualization
reached by a participant; the Loevinger Ego Development Test which assesses
one's view of

life

including self and the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory

which measures one's position on an authoritarian-democratic scale.

The hypotheses

of this study arc as follows:

The experimental group

a)

years of training

in

of teachers

who have undergone two

psychological education, will exhibit higher

levels of ego development as

measured by

the loevinger Test

than the control group of teachers who have had no such
training during this two year period.
b)

The experimental group of teachers also will obtain higher
scores on the Personal Orientation Inventory than the control

group of teachers.
c)

The experimental group of teachers will also obtain higher
scores cn the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory than the
control group of teachers.

Limitations of the Study

The experimental and control groups were evaluated on a post-test
basis only.

with
Hence, whether or not the two groups were different to begin

on the outcomes measures could not be determined.

Also, assignment to

random and thus background
cither control or experimental group was not

v

variables could not be controlled for.

Further, for any differences that do

occur

no way to know what specific factors

in this study, there is presently

in

training affoctcd the results.

Summ a ry

of Results

The multivariate analysis of variance indicated

that there

were overall

significant differences between the experimental group and the control group.

The difference between the groups existed primarily on the Minnesota Teacher
Attitude Inventory; on the Loevinger

Ego Development Test using

the analysis

of covariance, and on the following sub-tests of the Personal Orientation

Inventory as indicated by the univariate tests:

Inner dircctcdness, self-

actualizing value, existentiality, spontaneity, nature of man, synergy and the

capacity for intimate contact.

The step-down tests indicated that there were

differences on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory, and only on inner

dircctedness and synergy sub-tests of the Personal Orientation Inventory.

As

the groups

were different on age and years

of teaching, multi-

variate analysis of covariance procedure was employed to remove the effects
of these variables.

Partialling out the effects of age and years of teaching

resulted in even larger overall differences between the experimental and the
control groups.

There were differences

Inventory and the Loevinger Test.

in

both the Minnesota Teacher Attitude

Univariate tests indicated differences on

all

while step-down tests
the sub-tests of the Personal Orientation Inventory,

dircctedness, self-actualizing
indicated differences on time competence, inner
value, and the nature of man.
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INTRODUCTION
Problem
Psychological education

is

an umbrella-like term covering

many areas

such as affective -humanistic education, sensitivity training, encounter,
personal growth- -all basically directed toward the deliberate promotion of
personal, psychological development.
to help people

become more

Psychological education further purports

"self-actualized",

"authentic", "joyful" and ad infinitum.

more "open",

"flexible",

However, these goal statements and

other similar ones, at best, are too vague, fragmented, groundless and non-

measurable (Alschuler and Weinstein, 1973).

measuring apsects

of the affective

Most existing instruments for

domain assess

traits

which

are. static,

time

limited, situational and without empirical evidence and theoretical justification.

In

sum, we do

that helping a

not, presently,

possess sufficient evidence

to

person become more "authentic" for instance,

growth-promoting

— that is,

support the claim
is in actuality

provides this person with a more adequate means

of developing and sustaining a

more open,

self disclosing and transparent

behavioral pattern over a long period of time.

A major

reason for this

vagueness about the growth-promoting qualities of various psychological
education goals

is the

absence of a sound developmental theory which would

provide a basis for determining developmentally appropriate activities

2

concomitant with the stage or stages of psychological
development a person

might be

in.

Being cognizant of these stages on the developmental ladder

would provide us with a more realistic foundation for proclaiming the growth
promoting goals of psychological education.

Purpose of Study
This study

is

designed to investigate the degree of impact psychological

education training has on the psychological development of teachers.
instance, does a "good !T psj'chological education teacher training

For

program

affect

significant changes in the levels of psychological development of teachers?
Specifically, the areas of development which this study assesses are ego

development, and self-actualization.

concern

in this investigation is the

A

secondary yet concomitant area of

examination of the effect psychological

education training has on attitudes about teacher-pupil relationships.
this

Thirdly,

paper will explore what relationships exist among ego development,

self-

actualization development and attitudes about teacher-pupil relationships.

Fourthly, this paper will examine various developmental theories and their

appropriateness to the establishment of a developmentally based psychological
education program.

Significance of Study

The major significance

of this study is in its examination of the

impact

development of teachers.
of psychological education on the psychological

The

,

3

length of training-two years-along with

its

emphasis on personal growth of

the participants as opposed to skill training adds
to this program’s significance
in light of

what other training programs have been

shorter in duration, and

more

like for teachers, i.e.

skill oriented than self

awareness oriented.

Finally, this study’s significance can be seen in its attempts
to critique its

psychological education training program from a developmental point of view

as well as to design an outline of what might be considered a developmentally-

based psychological education training program.

Procedures
Twenty-five teachers (volunteers) ranging from grades kindergarten

through high school comprised the experimental group which underwent two

years of workshop training.
in duration

This amounted to four semesters, each 15 weeks

and each session two and one -half hours long.

The control group of

25 teachers (from kindergarten through high school) volunteered after the two

years of project training.

No one

had any previous formal training

in either the

experimental or control group

in affective-humanistic education.

groups were evaluated on the following assessment tools:

Both

The Personal

Orientation Inventory, which examines the degree of self actualization reached

by a participant; the Loevinger Ego Development Test which assesses one’s

view of

life

including self and the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory which

measures one’s

position on an authoritarian-democratic scale.
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The hypothoses of this study are as follows:
a)

The experimental group of teachers who have undergone
two years of training

in

psychological education, will

oxhibit higher levels of ego development as

measured by

the Loevingcr Test than the control group of teachers

who

have had no such training during this two year period.
b)

The experimental group of teachers also

will obtain higher

scores on the Personal Orientation Inventory than the control

group of teachers.
c)

The experimental group of teachers

will also obtain higher

scores on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory than
the control group of teachers.

Limitations of the Study

The experimental and control groups were evaluated on a post- test
basis only a fter the two years of training had occurred.

design docs have some inherent limitations, however.
this kind of

research

in this study as

"ex post facto"

This type of research

Kerlinger (1973) calls

in

which there

is

no direct

control of the background variables (such as age, sex, years teaching and grade

Thcso independent variables were not under

taught).

instead

I

had to take them as they were,

the subjects volunteered for the training,

hi the

I

my

direct control,

case of the experimental group,

did not

randomly select them.

could not control the independent or background variables.

Likewise

1

in the

5

selection of the control group, randomization was not possible since

I

was only

able to obtain volunteers in this group who, although not participants, were

"friendly" toward the training of the project.
this study

was the

Hence, a major limitation in

fact that since assignment of either experimental or control

group was not random, a loophole was created for other variables
through.
control,

Thus,

I

am

all

background variables prior

Further, without a pre-test,

the two groups

crawl

unable to say that the two groups, experimental and

were equal on

or training.

to

were different

to the start of treatment

had no way

I

to begin with on the

In addition, with the exception of the

to

determine whether

outcome measures as well.

Loevinger Ego Development

Test, the other outcome measures used, namely, the Personal Orientation
Inventory, and the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Test do not tap developmental

change as much as they do attitude change.
that this writer

was not assessing

all

Finally,

it

should be pointed out

relevant developmental outcomes as a

result of training such as self-knowledge development and moral development,

nor was there any assessing of changes

in

classroom climate

of the

teachers

level as a result
involved or any changes in students’ psychological education

of their teachers being involved in such training.

Further, for any differences that do occur

presently no way to know what specific factors
affected the results.

In addition,

in this

in training

we cannot ascertain

if

factors
between certain background variables and certain

certain results.

study, there is

(independent variables)

any relationship
in training

produced

G

Format

of this

Paper

The general plan of

examine the general nature

this

paper thus,

is

as follows:

Chapter one will

of development, exploring various developmental

theories as well as looking at the implications of developmental theory for

psychological education training for teachers.

This chapter will also include

detailed examples of a psychological education

program based on developmental

theory;

Chapter two will describe the teacher training program which

I

used

for this study and will contain a detailed account of the components of the

program.

This program will then be critiqued according to the criteria set

forth in chapter one for a developmentally based psychological education

program; Chapter three

will present a description of the

sample and the

corresponding measures used to assess the effects of training; Chapter four
will

examine what differences exist between the experimental and control

groups on the outcome variables as well as other specific variables; Chapter
five will provide an interpretation and discussion of the study along with an

analyses of the implications of this study for a developmentally-focused
psychological education program.

"

CHAPTER

I

THE CONCEPT OF DEVELOPMENT:
IMPLICATIONS FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL EDUCATION

"Experience is not what happens to you;
what you do with what happens to you.

it

is

Aldous Huxley

After several years of direct experience with affective education
training

programs as well as

after a thorough review of the literature in this

area, this writer has concluded that an effective psychological education

program must be based upon
in particular, leave the

of

solid psychological theory.

Too often schools,

process of psychological development

random forces. A glance

at

many

to the

mercy

education programs reveals that only

lip -service is paid to the concept of psychological development, with the

creation of curriculum materials

framework.

A

that

bear small relation

developmental framework

curriculum interventions
such a framework

it

is

to help

to a

developmental

determine appropriate

a crucial issue confronting educators.

becomes impossible

to decide

Without

which educational progiams

facts and
achieve objectives of general import and which teach incidental

attitudes of dubious worth (Kohlberg and

Mayer, 1972).

Thus, a psychological

8

model

of

development

is

equally essential in determining the ends or objectives

of an educational intervention.

While there has been a vast amount of research comparing the effects
of various educational

there has been very
of these

methods and programs on various outcome measures,

little

empirical research designed to clarify the worth

outcome measures themselves (Kohlberg and Mayer, 1972).

been especially true

in the psychological

This has

education domain wherein goal

statements are made such as "helping people become more aware of themselves",

"more

self-^actualized", "genuine", "joyful", "in touch with themselves",

and ad infinitum, without accompanying validated measures (Weinstein,
Alschuler, 1973).

The obvious consequences

of this present state of affairs in

psychological education is that psychological educators simply cannot be sure
of the relationship

between what they do and why

its

being done and what the

consequences might be except to know that many people

on" and some "turned
are designed

off" with training in this field.

may have

of the designers.

myriad

may

The area

How

training

"turned

programs

or no relationship to where the participants mignt

little

be developmental^, but

may become

solely reflect the preferences, biases and needs

of psychological education is vast and contains a

and so, \erj often
of training experiences possible for a participant,

the designing of such training

becomes a matter

have the greatest "potential" for helping people

of selecting "activities" which

to

learn about self and others.

subjective and usually based mainly on
Yet, this matter of selection is purely

9

the past experiences of the trainers.

It

is

clear to this writer, then, that

considerable research needs to be conducted relevant to the value
of the often
stated goals of psychological education training.

Further, the goals we establish

for such training, of necessity, must be related to a developmental
framework
in

order to determine which goals have general import for sustained personal

and interpersonal growth and which

new

facilitate only the

temporary learning

of

attitudes and behaviors.

Developmental theory potentially can provide a framework for psychological education

from which we can ascertain

the stages of personal psycho-

logical growth which an individual proceeds through and the concomitant

structural changes inherent in the

movement from one

stage to another.

Being-

cognizant of what these structures are at each stage, psychological educators

can better design learning experiences relevant to the stage of the learner.
This then insures that the particular educational intervention will not be too

much above or

too

of the learner.

much below

the present capability or degree of

Further, inherent in the concept of developmental theory

the notion of long-term irreversible changes.
this

means

that

competency

For psychological education,

we can design stage-appropriate

will facilitate long

learning experiences which

term growth.

In this next section,

I

will present four

problem areas inherent

found in
psychological education the solution of which potentially can be

developmental theory.

is

in

10

Goal Definition and Measurement

According

to

Weinstein and Alschuler (1973), a review of the goal

statements of various psychological education programs show them to be, at
best, too vague, poetic, fragmented, groundless and non-measurable. Further,
little

research has been conducted comparing the effects of various psycho-

logical education

methods and programs on various outcome measures.

Existing instruments in the affective domain measure traits which are static,

time-limited, situational, and fragmented (Weinstein and Alschuler, 1973).

Thus, what

is

needed

is

apparent; namely, that psychological education

experiences be directed to the central developmental capabilities of individuals.

From

this theoretical base, activities at appropriate developmental levels can

be defined that effectively facilitate long-term growth.

development of a theoretical framework for

self

Pioneering work

knowledge

is

in the

presently being

conducted at the University of Massachusetts, School of Education. Research

and development

in this

area hopefully will provide the much needed develop-

mental theory for understanding and

growth

facilitating personal

and interpersonal

in individuals.

The notion of development as put forth by Kohlberg
it is

governed by an internal standard of adequacy.

development

is not just

(1972) suggests that

Further implied in that

any behavior change but a change toward greater

differentiation, integration and adaptation.

Developmental movement through

"
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a sequential progression represents movement from a less adequate psychological state to a
is defined as

the world.

more adequate psychological

state.

Psychological adequacy

increased effectiveness with which one thinks about oneself and
implies (Kohlberg, 1972) greater psychological differentiation,

It

integration and adaptation as one interacts with the environment.

It is

this

notion of ’’adequacy" which holds both a promise for and a challenge to the

development of a sound theory of psychological education.

The Value

A major

of the Goals of Psychological Education

issue requiring

of psychological education.

others,

may

more

open,

investigation is the value or worth of the goals

Helping people become more aware of self and

more spontaneous, more

be "good" but for what and for
Alschuler (1972) asks:

whom

"What

is

joyful,

and more self actualized

are these goals "good"?

meant by 'good'? good

in

terms

of

middle class ethics ? good for democracy ? good for the continuation of the
social status

quo? good for the individual’s happiness? good for mankind?

for ait and
good for survival? good for the development of the species? good

creativity?

conformity.

by those

good for the encouragement of genius or

of

mediocrity and

These are philosophical-ethical issues that must be addressed

in the field of psychological education.
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The Developmental Appropriateness

of the Goals of Psychological Education

The often stated goals of psychological education such as being more
"flexible",

may

more "open", more

"sensitive",

more

"self-actualized", etc.,

be only attainable at certain stages of development.

That

is,

appropriate

structures and operations need to develop which allow a person to realize these
goals.

other

As

in

Maslow's theory, self-actualization may only be reached after

more dominant needs are met

in

an individual; but also the self-actualiza-

tion process of a person requires a higher stage of adequacy (more differentiated

and integrated structures and operations)

in the

developmental process of the

individual.

It is

conceivable that some psychological education goals, e.g.

,

self-

actualization, are considerably higher up the developmental ladder and require

the presence of structures and operations that

acquired yet.

many

individuals have not

Therefore, from developmental theory, we

may

be better able

to align psychological education goals and activities with the appropriate

affective and cognitive structures and operations thereby facilitating reaching

these goals.

The Effects of Psychological Education Training

education has
Another issue relating to the benefits of psychological
to do with the

short-term and long-term effects of such training.

In

order for

13

such training to be considered "developmental'*

it

must be shown

that such an

experience has an effect on later behavior and goes beyond the
present interest,

enthusiasm and enjoyment of the person.

This can be a rather rigid test of the

validity of psychological education requiring longitudinal studies to
determine

effects on later behavior and development.
In the next section of this chapter,

I

will

examine the concept

of

development as described by four major developmental theorists whose theories
contain the most promise for the development of an appropriate theoretical

model for psychological education, and more
to the above mentioned

specifically, for providing

answers

problem areas.

Piaget

For Piaget

(Flavell, 1963) the developmental approach involves the

careful description and theoretical analysis of successive ontogenetic stages

Thus, behavior change from less to more advanced

in a given person.

functioning are the primary data.

Further, Piaget’s system

the studying of the development of structure as opposed to

By

content of behavior.

data themselves.

By

intelligent behavior

content, he refers to

its

is

bent toward

function and

raw uninterpreted behavioral

function, Piaget refers to those broad purposes of

which hold true for

all

ages.

and content, Piaget postulates the existence

Interposed between function

of cognitive structures.

Structure,

with age, and these
like content and unlike function, does indeed change
Piaget.
developmental changes constitute the major object of study for

14

Piaget further believes that the growth of intelligence or adaptation

progresses

in step-like

ways

in discrete stages.

The order

of succession of

stages is constant, although the ages at which different stages are attained

may vary somewhat
milieu.

As

depending on the child’s motivation, practice, and cultural

the child

moves from one

become

stage to the next, early structures

integrated with later ones (Mussen, 1964).

(See Appendix A.)

The concept of cognitive structures has led researchers (Weinstein,
Alschuler, Evans, 1974) to extend to the personal domain the investigation of
the impact of structural development on affect, value and perceived experience.

According to Piaget affectivity and intelligence are indissociable and constitute
two complimentary aspects of

all

human behavior. He

further states that

affectivity is always the incentive for actions that ensue at each

new stage

of

development, since affectivity assigns value to activities and distributes

energy to them (Piaget, 1967).

However, he has only studied and described

cognitive changes.

Implications of Piaget’s Theory for Psychological Education

A

major implication

of Piaget’s theory for psychological education is

contained in his concept of structure .

It

is the

development and presence of

what an individual does
cognitive and affective structures which determines
education.
with a certain learning experience in psychological

Certain goals

more "sensitive", etc.,
such as bsing more "flexible", more "open",

maybe

15

only attainable at certain stages of development, i.e., when the appropriate
cognitive and affective structures are present.

Further, an awareness of when

these structures appear on the developmental ladder can help determine the

establishment of learning goals for participants.
of a person's

movement from one developmental

of structures to another can

individual's

it

is

is the

notion that a

more valuable or adequate than

is

"good" for

a sequence in the

just a population average or

psychologically valuable is seen in developmental terms.

term "development"

set

Namely, helping a person

stage to the next is significant because

own development, not

from one

substantive goal for psychological

and/or for what can be answered more easily.

move from one

is

stage to another,

Then the question of whether the particular goal

educators.

whom

become a most

Also, the deliberate facilitation

norm. What

Implied in the

more developed psychological

a less developed state.

state is

Thus, the tendency to

create a "bag of virtues" (Sprinthall, 1973) containing such "goodies" as "joy",

"openness", "spontaneity", "self-actualization", etc.

and subjective.
in a

A

,

can be seen as arbitrary

developmental approach, however, would chart universals

person's social and emotional development empirically and theoretically

the conditions which
with implications for later development and would indicate

stimulate such development.

unnecessary trait words

like

Such a charting of development would make

more

"flexible" and

more "spontaneous"— words

which often appear as psychological education goals.

v
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Kohlberg

Emerging from the work

of Piaget and

Dewey

the cognitive developmental

theory of Kohlberg claims that developmental changes are irreversible, general

over a

field of responses, sequential

and hierarchical.

Development according

to this theorist involves basic transformations of cognitive structure; the

development of these structures being the result

of

processes of interaction

between the structure of the organism and the structure of the environment.

These cognitive structures are always structures
takes the direction toward greater equilibrium
interaction.

of action

in the

whose development

organism-environment

Kohlberg also views alfective development and functioning and

cognitive development and functioning as not distinct realms.

"Affective"

and "cognitive" development he sees as parallel; representing different
perspectives and contexts in defining structural change.

Like Loevinger,

Kohlberg sees the fundamental unity of personality organization as the ego
or

self,

(Kohlberg, 1969).

Kohlberg’ s theory further postulates a formal internal standard of

adequacy which governs development.

It

implies that development

is not just

integration,
any behavior change, but a change toward greater differentiation,

and adaptation.

It

further suggests that

movement through

a sequential

psychological state
progression represents movement from a less adequate
to a

more adequate psychological

state, (Kohlberg and

Mayer, 1972).

The

has been suggested by studies
existence of this "internal standard of adequacy"

17

conducted by Kohlberg

in the

moral development

Such an internal standard of adequacy

is in

of children (Kohlberg, 1973).

no way meaured as adaptive by

standards of survival or of conformity to cultural standards.

Rather,

it is

a

philosophic notion of adequate principles coordinated with a psychological

theory of development and with the fact of development (Kohlberg and Mayer,
1972).

Kohlberg* s notion of development as the aim of education contains the
challenge that educational programs be designed that would stimulate develop-

ment

to

higher stages of psychological adequacy.

definition of educational

Such a developmental

aims and processes, according

to Kohlberg, requires

both the method of philosophy and the method of psychology.

The

justification

of education as development requires a philosophic statement explaining

higher stage

is

a better or

more adequate

stage.

why a

In addition before one can

define a set of educational goals based on a philosophical statement of ethical,
scientific

or logical principles, one must be able to translate

it

into a

statement

about psychological stages of development (Kohlberg and Mayer, 1972).

Again borrowing heavily from Piaget’s stage theory of development,

Kohlberg has set forth his theory of moral development (See Appendix B).

According

to Kohlberg, (1969) stages in

and proceed according to an invariant sequence.

may

moral thinking are imiversal
Cultural factors,

it

appears,

altogether; however,
retard, accelerate, or even stop this development

they do not change the sequence.

Whether successive stages are "hierarchical
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more comprehensive, "increasingly

integrations”, that is are logically

differentiated and integrated structures", in a

word "better" than lower stages

demands, as stated previously, not only a psychological but a philosophical
analysis as well.

This is an important issue for psychological education
do

we need a strong psychological

in that not only

foundation for what is "taught"

in

such

experiences, but also a philosophically substantial reason for claiming that
certain psychological education goals are

(more adequate)

in

better" than others and/or "higher"

,T

development than others.

Implications for Kohlberg's Theory for Psychological Education

By

far, one of the

psychological education

ment and

its

most

is

critical implications of Kohlberg's theory for

contained specifically in his theory of moral develop-

accompanying

test.

His theory, which

is

foimded upon the stage

by which developconcept, provides for psychological educators a framework

ment

in

progression through
personal psychological adequacy can be viewed as

and generalized over a field
an invariant sequence, hierarchically determined
of responses.

For instance, changes

very often of a horizontal nature,

many

feelings of another person.

is
in sensitivity to the feelings of others

i.e., a person

becomes more_ aware

Vertical or developmental changes in

realization that
sensitivity might be seen in a person's

feelings he or she is

now

of the

may

if

not all the

actually reside
sensitive to in the other person
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within himself or herself.
to define

more

Thus,

it

incumbent upon psychological education

clearly what the horizontal and vertical developmental changes

are in one’s personal development
is

is

developmental change and what

in

order to better differentiate between what

is not.

The obvious value

in this differentiation

lies in the subsequent ability to better facilitate persons through actual develop-

mental stages toward more adequate personal psychological functioning.
Kohlberg’s further emphasis on the affective structures

development clearly increases the usefulness
psychological educators.

of his theory

in one’s

over Piaget's for

Specifically, Kohlberg states that affective develop-

ment and functioning and cognitive development and functioning are
but' parallel

and interacting realms.

not distinct

They simply represent different perspectives

and contexts for defining structural change.

For

the psychological educator,

the implication of this consists in being able to effectively integrate the
’’affective" experience with its

corresponding "cognitive" component so as to

provide the learner with a "handle" by which the experience can be adequately
assimilated as a potential ingredient for further growth and development.

Kohlberg, in addition, postulates the ego or self as the fundamental
unity of personality organization.

While there are various strands of develop-

ment (psychosexual development, moral development,
united by their

common

etc.), these strands are

reference to a single concept of

self.

For psychological

fundamental miit called the self can
education, developmental changes in this

more adequate understanding
produce new structures which may then allow a
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of self and others and subsequently
in his

moral theory,

more adequate behavior.

that the basis of

moral behavior

psychological educators, then, the basis for

personal behavior
to

view the world.

may

lie in

is

moral thinking.

For

more adequate personal and

more adequate psychological

Tlius, the stimulation

Kohlberg argues,

inter-

structure with which

and facilitation of individuals

more

to

adequate stages of personal development can indeed be a significant step

towards a substantive theory and practice of psychological education.
Finally, Kohlberg* s test for

logical education with a

order

to

moral development has provided psycho-

model for developing

its

own assessment technique

in

determine what structural changes are needed as a person moves from

one stage of psychological adequacy to a higher one (see Appendix B).

Also,

Kohlberg’s test of moral development contains the elements for evaluating not

The

only developmental cognitive changes, but also moral and affective ones.

work

of Weinstein, Alschuler and

Evans

at the University of

Massachusetts

in

developing a theory and test of self knowledge has, in fact, been based partly

on Kohlberg’s theory and test of moral development.

Loevinger
Piaget and
Loevinger’s theory of ego-development indicates, like

Kohlberg, definite stages of development.

The theory incorporates both

developmental sequence and character typology

in

an invariant sequence

the previous one
which each stage builds on, includes, and transmutes

Appendix C).

in

(see

stages can be seen
Step by step parallels to Piaget's cognitive
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although including

moral education

more social-emotional

of

content.

While the developmental

Kohlberg widens the focus of cognitive developmental education

beyond the purely cognitive of Piaget, the broader unity

of

ego-development

contains both the cognitive and moral components as well as the affective

ones (Kohlberg and Mayer, 1972).

Loevinger indicates that the search for coherent meanings
is the

experience

essence of the ego or of ego functioning, and that the ego maintains

stability, its identity

with

in

and

its

coherence by selecting out observations inconsistent

current state (Erickson, 1973).

its

The concept

of ego according to Loevinger incorporates the "style of

life" of a person, reflecting the unity of personality, individuality, the

problems, opinions about oneself and the problems

of facing

whole attitude toward

life

some psychoanalytic

and the

writings, Where the ego

spoken of as a collection of different functions, with

just one

of life

method

This view of the ego

(Loevinger, Wessler, 1970).

contrasts with that to be found in
is

its

its

"synthetic function"

among many.

Implications of Loevinger* s Theory for Psychological Education

Loevinger’s theory contains, for psychological education, a way of
looking at and assessing
affective

components

how a person

integrates the cognitive, moral and

in formulating a "style of life".

This has obvious

that, piesently,
relevance to the earlier stated problem in this paper; namely,
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psychological education

is

lacking a sound developmental theory which

incorporates both structural and content changes

development.

Further, Loevinger incorporates

in

personal psychological

more

affective content in her

theory of ego development and, thus, can be seen as more relevant
psychological education in terms of formulating itw own theory.

to

In addition,

Loevinger’ s postulation of the self as the fundamental unit of personality

provides us with a structure which can be examined developmentally.
indeed, has

more

This,

far reaching implications than the earlier traits approach

in psychological education

wherein only short term, temporary goals were

stated without any reference to long-term growth.

Loevinger’ s stage theory of ego development along with the develop-

mental theories of Piaget and Kohlberg provide psychological education with

models by which stages

in

personal psychological growth can likewise be

created theoretically and empirically.

Maslow
Although Maslow' s theory of development cannot be considered as
structural-developmental as those of Piaget, Kohlberg and Loevinger,

it

is

context or climate
cited here because of its potential value in pointing out the
that

may

be important for structural change to occur.

of motivation and not of structural change; however,

which we can create the conditions important to
development.

it

It

is basically a theory

may

provide data by

facilitating structural
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Maslow’ s concept of human development focuses around a

dynamic point

of view.

persons he arrived

Drawing upon his investigations

at certain

holistic -

of healthy, creative

formulations regarding personality.

He was not

content with traditional psychology which concerned itself with misery, conflict,

shame and

alienation,

hostility, but sought to take account of such

as gaiety, exuberance, love and well-being.

He devoted

h uman virtues

his energies to

delineating the psychologically healthy person , believing that individuals’

essential nature differentiates

them from

all

Maslow, human needs are good or neutral rather than
nature is not strong like the instincts of animals, but

formed by

habit, cultural pressure,

removed for people

According to

other animals.

and attitudes.

evil.

is

However, our inner

weak and easily trans-

Thus obstacles have

to be able to actualize their inner nature.

to

be

This can be

done, according to Maslow, since we possess an active will toward health,

an impulse toward the actualization of our human potentialities.

Maslow depicts a person's inner nature
of needs that

of

must be

human motives

lower need

fulfilled.

is the

fulfills itself

as motivated by a hierarchy

The principle that binds together the multiplicity

tendency for a newer and higher need to emerge as the

by being

sufficiently gratified.

Maslow

differentiates

between these ’lower” needs or "basic" needs and the "higher" needs or
"metaneeds".

Examples

of

Basic needs are himger, affection, security and self-esteem.

metaneeds are

justice, goodness, beauty, order and imity.

The

metaneeds are growth needs.
basic needs are deficiency needs, whereas the
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Characteristic

of the basic

needs

pre-eminent, over the metaneeds

is the fact that

in

they are prepotent, or

most cases, and are arranged

hierarchical order so that some are prepotent over others.

in

a

The metaneeds,

according to Maslow, have equal value and no hierarchy and thus one can be
fairly easily substituted for another
dictate.

when a person’s

life

circumstances so

Like the basic needs, the metaneeds are inherent

when they are

not fulfilled, the person

may become

in

an individual and

psychologically sick.

These

metapathologies, as Maslow calls them, are such states as alienation, anguish,

apathy and cynicism.

The highest need

in

Maslow’s hierarchy

is

self-actualization.

So far as

motivational status is concerned, according to Maslow, healthy people have
sufficiently gratified their needs for safety, belongingness, love, respect and

self-esteem so that they are motivated primarily by trends to self-actualization
(defined as ongoing actualization of potentials, capacities and talents, as
the
fulfillments of mission, or a fuller knowledge of, and acceptance of,

integration
person’s own intrinsic nature, as an unceasing trend toward unity,

What people can be, claims Maslow, they must

or synergy within the person).
be.

They must be true

healthy growth

is

to their

own nature.

So for Maslow, the process of

confronting
a never ending series of free choice situations

in which they must choose
individuals at every point throughout their lives

between the delights

of safety

and growth, dependency and independence,

maturity.
regression and progression, immaturity and

In

Maslow's framework
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that which is "good" is anything that is conducive to the actualization of the

inner nature of a person.

Anything that blocks or frustrates this essential

nature of an individual from growing

is

considered ’’bad".

disturbs or twists the course of self actualize

Growth, then,

is

seen as anything that helps

>n is

to

Anything that

viewed as pathological.

restore the person to the path

of self actualization and of the development along the lines that one’s inner

nature dictates.

Implications of Maslow’s Theory for Psychological Education

Probably the most significant relevance of Maslow’s theory for psychological education lies in his contention that a person is motivated by a hierarchy
of needs that

must be

fulfilled

and that these needs range from "lower" or

"basic" physical needs to more "higher" or growth needs.

or growth needs cannot be
Thus,

Further, the higher

fulfilled without satisfaction of the

in psychological education training,

more basic needs.

basic psychological needs as affection,
a person is to be free enough to

security and self-esteem must be fulfilled

if

pursue the lofty self-actualization needs.

This awareness necessarily dictates

and insuring
the direction of psychological education training from facilitating
the creation of a climate, set of

norms and

fillment of basic needs of individuals.

help individuals to procure the

more

conditions which promote the ful-

Only then can psychological educators
loftier goal of self-actualization.

2G

For Maslow, confrontation and challenge
growth process in which a person
of free choice situations,,

development theory
is

is

a large part of a healthy

constantly faced with a never ending series

This concept

in that

is

transition

is

not unlike that of Kohlberg's moral

from one stage

of development to another

brought about by the confrontation between the person's present level of moral

thinking and the next higher level.
transition can only be

Maslow's theory

is

made when

However,
the person

in

is

moral development theory,

developmentally ready.

not a structural developmental one, one

certain choices can or cannot be

made because

of the

may

this

Although

infer that

presence or absence of

the required cognitive and affective structures needed to effect the choice.

Maslow's hierarchy of needs concept certainly can provide psychological
education with the guidance by which trainees can be exposed to training along

a continuum of basic needs to higher needs, from low risk to high risk and

from concern

for self to concern for others.

Thus, the theory potentially can

provide the needed context required to effect structural change.

Summary’' and Concl u sions of the Implications of the
Developmental Theory for Psychological Education

In

theories
concluding this section of the review of several developmental

and their relevance

to psychological education, a

number

of principles or

bearing on the four major
concepts seem to emerge which have an important

problems stated earlier

psychological education.
in this chapter as confronting
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In defining the content of psychological education goals,

in

mind

that the choices of content are determined

it

must clearly be kept

by an awareness

that

some

kind of assessment, either formal or informal, of where the trainees are

developmentally
It

is

is

essential prior to the introduction of learning experiences.

important further that the content proceed in nature from basic, psycho-

logical concerns or needs to higher ones.

These concerns or needs or goals

can be ascertained by a theory of psychological education that outlines stages

and their characteristics which persons pass through on their psychological
journey through

life.

Since the degree of psychological development is a

function of the organism and

its

interaction with the environment, implicit in

the content of psychological education goals is the creation of a climate conducive
to

and facilitative of a person’s further personal exploration and development.

The content

of psychological education needs to insure that persons experiencing

such training will be sufficiently confronted and challenged with choices so as
to stimulate and foster the

development of new structures (vertical growth) by

which they may perceive reality more adequately and act upon

it

more

(More "adequate" and more "effective" means, again, anything which

effectively.

is

stage to
developmentally higher indicating that a person has moved from one

the next higher one.)
In

educational
keeping with developmental theory then, psychological

term rather than short term,
goals must be conceived of in terms of their long
temporary

effects.

the
Thus, goals must be established which necessitate
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development of new eognitive and affective structures
having more longer lasting
results, since these structures once developed
Finally, the

measurement

then proceed along the line of

its

become

irreversible.

of the goals of psychological education will

developmental theory.

can we justify solely measuring changes

in traits

openness, flexibility, sensitivity, etc.

as a

psychological education training.

,

A theory

is,

no longer

or characteristics such as

means

of

That

of assessing the impact of

development

in this

area will

enable us to assess what structural and long-lasting changes have occurred in

persons who have participated in a psychological education program.
In translating this

field,

it

is

one of

theory of development to the psychological education

my tasks

in this

development can be translated

paper

to

demonstrate how these principles of

into a training

program

for adults, that is,

how

this developmental perspective can be translated into a curriculum for the

training of individuals in psychological education.

My

next task will then be to

describe the training program in psychological education which

I

employed and

then critique this training according to the developmental curriculum objectives
set forth in this chapter.

Curricul um Objectives in Psychological Education Based Upon Developmental

Theory

Three fundamental ideas comprise the rationale

of cognitive develop-

mental theory as applied to educational prgrams (Rest, 1973) and these have
potential importance for psychological education.

They are as follows:
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!•

Structural organization, in terms of a basic conceptual framework

and problem-solving
education

is

activity.

The concern

in psychological

with developing the organizational structures by which

one analyzes, interprets and makes decisions.
2.

Developmental sequence,
elaboration of
structures.

in

terms

of the stages of successive

more complicated and

differentiated cognitive

Ike 'lower" stages are prerequisites

of the "higher",

and acquisitions of the higher stages permit a person to deal more
effectively with

problems

psychological education

of greater complexity.

is thus to

The goal

of

stimulate movement step by step

through the developmental stages, and the instructional plan
should optimize the match between the learners and the curriculum

materials.
3.

Interactionalism, the third fundamental concept, refers to

how

cumulative developmental change occurs and also the process by

which cognitive developmental theorists hold that certain intermotion a
actions between the organism and environment set into
restructuring process or a search for

organizing experience and action.

more adequate ways

It is,

of

then, the psychological

results in a
educator’s function to stimulate an interaction that

create a cognitive
"stretching and searching process" so as to
restructuring.
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These three major components of developmental theory,

must necessarily

in

essence,

dictate the structure, process and content of a developmenlally

based psychological education training program.
In this section, I will describe

which

is

how a psychological education program

developmentally based, would look by describing examples of

curriculum objectives and their accompanying content objectives.

An obvious

prerequisite in a developmentally based training program

is

the assessment of the participants in terms of the developmental stage at which

they enter the training programs.

Ego Development Test and
activity in such a

Hence, the administration of the Loevinger

the Self Knowledge Test

program.

1

should be the

initial

The data collected from these instruments would

provide information concerning where the participants are stage -wise prior
This awareness can then help determine the nature of the content,

to training.

structure and process of the curriculum as

movement from

it

serves to facilitate the participants

to the
their present developmental stage, prior to training,

next.

Examples of Curriculum Objec tives and Lesson Plans
(see Appendix
Based on Loovinger’s Stages of Ego Development

C)

participants’ levels of ego functioning,
Let us say that upon assessment of

the majority of the

members

fall in the

range of 1-3 to 1-3/4 stages of ego

*

test and scoring

its accompanying
The Self Knowledge Theory along with
at
this study was
system was not available at the time that
the test and its
defined more clearly as well as
this writing the theory has been
in this section as an
rpi
nq t r e£er to the Self Knowledge Test
program.
developmental psychological education
toporiant^ assessment tool in a

1

.

.

.
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functioning with a few in the 1-4 stage.

A

detailed description of these three

stages and their characteristics can be found in Appendix D.

Thus, our training program would then be oriented toward moving people

toward the 1-4 stage.

The following examples of curriculum objectives are

suggested as guidelines for facilitating individuals reaching the next higher
stage i.e., stage 1-4.

Consistent with behavior described for stage

Appendix D) the following objectives are given

in

order

to facilitate

1-4

(see

persons

reaching this stage:

To increase awareness

Content Objective:

of one’s internal sentences,

dialogues and physical sensations.

The participant

Behavioral Objective:

will (a)

record unspoken dialogues

and sentences that transpired
an exercise;
sensations;

(b)

(c)

in

her/his mind during

more frequently verbalize physical
role play a variety of physical and

non-verbal expressions;

(d)

verbalize the conflicts

and contradictions indicative of internal dialogues.
This objective

from

is

intended in part to facilitate an individual’s movement

1-3 to 1-3/4 and into 1-4.

Loevinger (1970) states that the "1-3/4 subject

person" whereas the
has a stronger awareness of feelings than does the 1-3
"1-4 person has a richly differentiated inner

"distinguish appearances

life, "

as well as

is able to

from underlying feelings and contrasts

"
with the mental and spiritual.

the physical
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Content Objective:

To become more aware

of the similarities and

differences between one’s unique responses to a
situation and those of others.

Behavioral Objective:

The participant

will:

(a)

the responses of others;

demonstrate a concern for
(b)

use ”1 thought

only one who felt that way” statements;

excitement of joy
(d)

in relating his

to

was

the

exhibit

responses;

recognize and make legitimate responses to

situations of others different

According

(c)

I

from his/her own.

Loevinger (1970) "The 1-3/4 subject

is

more aware

of

individual differences in attitudes, interests, and abilities than is the 1-3

person, but she mentions them in more global and banal terms than does the
1-4 subject.

At this latter level, the "subject has a vivid sense

of individual

Again,

differences in the long-term dispositions that underlie behavior".

Loevinger states that the 1-4 subject's "descriptions

of people are

more

realistic-

sounding because she perceives more complexities".

C ontent

Objective:

To become increasingly aware

of one’s behavioral

patterns.

B ehavioral

Objective:

describe self

in

terms

of

The participant will

(a)

typical behavior;

make generalizations about his/

(b)

her behavior based on the data generated.
patterns of behavior.
The 1-4 subject according to Loevinger (1970) "sees
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Abilities and traits are an aspect of patterning, but so also are expectations,

roles and social mores”.

To become more dependent on internal supports rather

Content Objective:

than on external supports.

The participant

Behavioral Objective;

different

from

make decisions which are

will (a)

the majority in the class;

(b) list in

priority order the values which determine a given

behavior;

(c)

exhibit conviction

when expressing a

minority opinion in the group.

Loevinger (1970) states that "the 1-4 subject has her own self-evaluated

Her conceptual complexity permits

standards, not only moral but also esthetic.

her to distinguish moral from esthetic astandards.

Her values make her

sensitive to proportion and priorities".

To be willing

Content Objective:

to explore alternatives in behavior as

well as to experiment with

Behavioral Objective:

The participan will
his/her behavior;
behavior;

(c)

(b)

express the desire

new behavior;

(d)

demonstrate a variety

new behaviors.

and the alternative course of action"

pawn

change

generate possible alternative

possibilities
Loevinger (1970) states that "seeing the many

1-4 person "is not a

to

contract with self in writing to take one

step toward the
of

(a)

new behavior.

is

a characteristic

in situations

of the 1-4 person.

her
of fate but holds the origin of

own

destiny".

The
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The foregoing, thus, provides some examples
for a psychological education

is

At best what has been just described

an over simplification of what the process

in a person.

curriculum objectives

program based on the developmental framework

ego development.

of Loevinger's theory of

of

is

for structural change to occur

Whether or not participants who do

in fact display

behavior of the

next higher stage also experience a structural change cannot be determined.

We

simply do not have a way of documenting such a change.

Self reports and

continued functioning at the next higher stage over a long period of time

may

be one method of documenting structural change, however, the subjectivity of

such a method leaves much to be desired. Thus, even

if

our Ego Development

we
Test or Self Knowledge Test show a transition to the next higher stage,
cannot be sure
at the present

if

The most we can do

structural change has indeed occurred.

time

in

our psychological education programs,

is to

provide

they can practice the
participants with the context and opportunity by which

behavior and thinking process of that next higher stage.
believes that

is

it

imperative that emphasis

Further, this writer

is not solely

placed on growth to

are given the opportunity to expand
the next higher stage, but that participants
related
on and elaborate behaviors and thinking

development.

In review, the essentials lor a

Education Program are the following:

developmental stage;
the one hand, to

(b)

(a)

to their

present stage of

developmental^ based Psychological

assessment

of the participants'

that relate, on
development of curriculum objectives

but which, on the
where the participants are developmentally;
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other hand, also provide the participants with the confrontation
and challenge
to elaborate

moving them

and expand upon their present stage of development as well as for
to the next

higher stage;

exercises for use by participants in

(c)

(b)

develop appropriate activities and

above;

(d)

conduct final assessment to

ascertain what developmental changes might have occurred
In the next chapter,

which

I

I

in the participants.

will describe the actual teacher training

conducted and critique

it

program

according to whether or not the program

focused on developmental goals such as was just outlined in the preceding
section of this paper.

CHAPTER

II

A TEACHER TRAINING CURRICULUM

IN

PSYCHOLOGICAL EDUCATION

In the past, experiential learning in

for our teachers very often left them with

our psychological education programs

new awareness

about themselves and

others but with no tools for organizing these insights into a theory about themselves and for making any desired changes in their behavior.

become

critically

aware oin

this present study of the urgent

Thus,

need

tc

I

had

provide

teachers with the cognitive "handles" with which they could make sense out of
the plethora of here-and-now experiences.

with

many groups

Further, based on our own experiences

of teachers, prior to this study,

I

was cognizant

of the

need

to

order the learning activities in our program from basic, "low threat" to more
complex, "high threat" activities.
but

Thus, ordering was, in part subjective,

was also based on our conclusion from many

in sequencing activities

trial

and error type experiences

from our previous training programs.

saw the trainer's main function

in this

program as

Finally,

we

that of stimulating an inter-

action between the participant and the learning activities hopefully resulting in

a "stretching and reaching" process on the part of the participant that could
hanciK
eventuate in a cognitive restructuring or the development of the cognitive

:
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needed to assimilate the many experiences.

Since these learning activities

took place within a group setting, a further function
of the trainer was to

enable the participants to become aware of the group process
that was occurring
as they worked on their personal, psychological issues.

Specific Training Goals

With the foregoing concepts as background, the specific training goals

which we developed for our program were as follows
1«

The creation

amount

of a climate of trust

which would allow a sufficient

of security for the examination of one's present thoughts,

feelings and actions in the personal and interpersonal areas.

Subsequently, this climate of trust would permit the further
exploration of alternative thoughts, feelings and actions creating
the dissonance needed as a prerequisite to reorganizing experience

and action
2.

in

more adequate ways.

The development

of

communication

skills to enable the

person

to

first accurately describe for himself /her self the particular thoughts,

feelings and actions being explored and then to

these with the other participants.

make

"public" or share

The "making public"

of one's

present patterns of thoughts, feelings and actions relative to a
particular personal or interpersonal issue was an important
ingredient for adequately naming

and owning patterns.

This also

exploring
set the stage for the next step, namely, the possibility of
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new

alternatives, having verbally stated the adequacy and inadequacy

of the present pattern.

I felt

that

by verbally stating and owning a

particular pattern of thought, feeling or action and exploring
alternatives would consciously confront the participant with the

dissonance between what
3.

is

and what could be.

The exposure of participants to key personal and interpersonal
issues to enable them to confront their present pattern of re-

sponding to these issues and to confront them with the possibility
of other alternatives.

again felt that this confrontation would

I

create the dissonance between what

is

and what could be as well

as provide stimulus for the potential restructuring process toward

a more adequate way of organizing experience and action.
4.

The creation of structured processes by which participants could
look

at, reflect

upon, discuss and confront each other on the key

personal and interpersonal issues which they had encountered.
felt that this reflective

I

process, like "stepping back from the

action" would provide teachers with the opportunity to somewhat
objectively evaluate the adequacy or inadequacy of their pattern

experiencing
of responding to these issues as opposed to constantly

new awarenesses without much time
theory about one’s self.

to integrate

them

into

one

s
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5.

The implementation

of periodic cognitive inputs to further help

participants in obtaining cognitive "handles" on their various

experiences.

These "lecturettes" were further designed

to enable

teachers to acquire "a language" for identifying and talking about
their thoughts, feelings and actions as well as to

provide them

with a broader perspective with which to view their present patterns
as well as any future alternatives.

These

five

major training goals were formulated around

set of issues put forth by Weinstein which purport to be

the following

major issues

in a

person’s psychological development: identify , power a nd connectedness .
Identity issues revolve around the questions of:

I

accept myself? What are

my behavior? How
my

are

my

do

choices for doing

my

past experiences affect

my

it

is

To what degree do

direct

my life

the

way

I

I

life

my

my present

to

others?

I

Do

count?

identity?

What

the degree

as opposed to the degree to which

control what happens to

want

it

to be ?

me ? To what

To what degree do

I

degree do

control

To what degree do

I

I

me -my

take

internal as well as external life experiences?

Connectedness issues dealt with such questions as:

To what degree do

I

Issues in this area revolve around such questions

thoughts, feelings, sensations and actions?
responsibility for

Do

Power issues focus on

life differently?

which a person determines his/her own
determined by others.

I?

values and beliefs as they do or do not affect

to

as:

Who am

accept others?

To what degree

How do I
to

I

relate to others?

communicate myself
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The issues of

identity,

power and connectedness then became the

substance of our training program for which specific activities and intervention were

made

in

order

to facilitate participants’ learning.

These personal,

psychological concerns (identity, power and connectedness) dictated a set of
specific content objectives:

(see

Appendix E for detailed objectives).

a.

To become more aware

of the

b.

To increase awareness

of one’s internal sentences, dialogues

many

feelings one has.

and physical sensations.

To increase one’s

c.

ability to accurately

express one’s affective

state to oneself.

d.

To become more aware

e.

To increase and make more accurate one’s disclosures
and affective states to other group members.

of the similarities and differences between
one’s unique responses to a situation and those of others.

f.

To become more trusting

g.

To become more accepting and supportive

of thoughts

of others in the group.
of the thoughts and

feelings of others in the group.

To think and

h.

more

positively about oneself.

To become more dependent on internal supports rather than
on external supports.

i.

To increase one's acceptance

j.

To become more aware

k.

l.

m

feel

0

of responsibility for oneself.

of one’s

major concerns.

To become increasingly aware

of one’s behavioral patterns.

To become more aware

consequences

of behavior.

of the

of one’s patterns
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n.

To become more aware

of

how one’s patterns

of behavior serve

one.
o.

To be willing

p.

To predict

q.

To experiment with a new hehavior.

r.

To evaluate the results

s.

To have a wider range

to experiment with a

new behavior.

the possible consequences of a

of a

new behavior.

new behavior.

of choices within a particular behavioral

area.

Exploration of the issue of Identity was facilitated through objectives:
a, b, c, d, e, h, k, 1,

objectives:

q and

d, e, f

and

m,

n, p and r; the issue of Connectedness through

g; the

issue of

Power through

objectives: h,

i,

j,

o,

s.

The reaching of these objectives by the participants was
a whole new set of procedures for learning.

To name

facilitated

just a few:

by

group process,

role playing, fantasizing, values clarification, sensory awareness, body

move-

and
ment, improvisation, non-verbal activities, meditation, sense relaxation

here and
other such "gaming” activities were utilized to create experiential,

now

opportunities for learning.

Workshop meetings were held once a week

two and one-half hours, for fifteen weeks
Spring for two years.

in the Fall

Workshop design followed

bring participants into the here and now;
objective for the particular session;

(3)

(2)

and fifteen weeks

the pattern of

(1)

for

in the

warm-up

to

brief cognitive input describing the

experiential activities developed aroimd

Power and Connectecness;
one of the three major concerns of Identity,
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(4)

discussion of participants

experiences with trainer interventions designed

to confront individuals with alternatives;

time provided by the trainer

in

order

(5)

a wind-up lecturette and processing

to give participants the cognitive structures

with which to make sense out of their experiences and confrontations and to enable

them

to develop

new

internal organizational structures by which they could

more

adequately analyze, interpret and make decisions relative to their personal
psychological

life.

A

Examples
middle and
the group

of the

Sample

of the Training Sessions

workshop design follow with a sampling

final sessions.

of the beginning,

Each session lasted for two and one-half hours;

meeting 15 times each semester for four consecutive semesters.

Beginning Session

The participants are provided name tags and journals and are instructed
that journals are for recording their experiences at designated times during

the workshops.

Guidelines are discussed by the trainers relative to participants'

option to take part or not take part in any of the activities.

reminded

of the basic

They are then

premise that they are responsible for their own learning.

of
Further, the trainers discuss with the participants, the laboratory nature

an opportunity to
the workshop, pointing out that this provides participants

experiment wdth new behavior and thinking.

Finally, the participants aie

wherein, the present
informed about the here-and-now focus of the workshop,
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experiences of the
discussion

is

members

Next, a

had concerning participants’ expectations and concerns for the

workshop which then leads
to be

are the primary agenda for work.

into a lecturette

by the trainer concerning the model

used for training; namely, working with the psychological issues

Identity,

Power and Connectedness.

Connectedness which indeed
group to begin

to

work on

is

their

The

first activity centers

of

around

a major concern for people as they enter a

own personal growth.

In this activity

died

'large group milling", participants are asked to mill around, shaking

with each other, while holding eye contact.

new

ids

After several minutes of this,

they are instructed to close their eyes and mill around experiencing contact
with others as well as aloneness or separateness from others.

Following this

activity, the participants share their experiences, with the trainers intervening

with process questions such as, "What were you feeling?" or "What did you

say to yourself?" or "What otner behavior could you see yourself doing as an
alternative?"

The milling

a, b, c, d (as

seen

in

activity is related to the specific content

Appendix E).

Journal time

is

objectives:

then provided for the

participants and they are reminded that writing down their feelings, thoughts

and actions can provide them with additional self-awareness.

The next

"Who are you?
experience, focuses on the issue of Identity and is introduced as
In this activity, participants are

asked to

list ten

responses to the question,

shared with another
"Who are you?" and rank order them. Their responses are

person and then discussed

in the large group.

The activity

is

then processed
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with the trainers helping to clarify the distinction between roles, functions,
interests and character traits in the participants’ responses.

period follows.
b, d, e,

is

This activity

is

brief journal

related to the specific content objectives:

and g (as seen in Appendix E).

f,

A

The

final activity in the first session

then introduced as the Trust Walk. This activity is one which tends to elicit

issues in all three areas of Identity, Power and Connectedness.
in the dyad is taken for a twenty minute trust

is

walk blindfolded.

then shared first in the dyad and next in the large group.

Each partner
The experience

In the large

group

the trainers help participants process the activity by clarifying their experiencing
of feelings of dependence/independence, dominance/submission, trust/lack of

trust and their feelings of being touched.

A

brief journal period follows.

activity is related to the specific content objectives:

g,

(as

seen

in

Appendix E).

The

a, b, c, d, e,

f,

This

and

first session is concluded with the trainer

providing a short lecturette on how one’s identity

is reflected in a

person’s

overt behavior and that awareness of who we are can provide the confrontation
with who

we would

like to be resulting in a stimulus for potential change.

Middle Session

By

the 7th or 8th session, participants are spending

more and more

alternatives.
time processing their behavior and searching for

session will now be described.

The issue

of

Power or Control

A
is

sample middle
introduced by

concern for people and notes
the trainer as another major psychological

its
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relationship to the other

major issues

identity and connectedness.

by dividing the entire group

The

dealt with during the workshop; namely,

first activity called

into three sub

The trainer indicates that group "A" has

"Group Has

It" is

begun

groups labelled "A", "B", and "C".

"it"

and allows the process to unfold.

After five minutes, the trainer announces that apparently whatever group "B"

and "C" tried didn’t work and that group "A"

minutes
"it".

is

has

"it".

Another

allowed to elapse and then the trainer announces that "A"

At this point the trainer

"A"

tells

"B" or "C" and allows the process
is

still

terminated and a sharing occurs

five

still

has

that they can share "it" with either

After ten minutes the activity

to develop.

in the large

Trainer interventions

group.

revolve around issues of followership-leadership, group-mind, decision making

processes, personal power versus group power and risk taking.
is related to the specific content objectives:

A

h,

i,

j,

(as

seen

in

This activity

Appendix E).

brief journal period follows and then the next related activity begins.

entire group is in dyads, with each person tugging on a towel

statement

"I

want

it",

and the partner responding with

The

repeating the

No, you can’t have

,r

it".

This activity continues for several minuses with the participants encouraged to

experiment with different partners.
the large group.
of physical

The trainer

power and

its

asked to note differences

Sharing occurs first in the dyad then in

facilitates the participants’ looking at their use

psychological correlates.
in their thinking, feeling

activity and the previous one,

i.

e,

,

how

Also, participants are

and behavior between

this

did they manifest their power individually
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as compared to when they were

a group in the previous activity.

in

A

brief

journal period follows and then the group works in dyads using the Trumpet
(see Appendix F) Processing Guide which has been introduced at an
earlier

Besides the specific content objective h,

session.
activity,

it

The issue

also meets the objectives

of

Power

is

1

through

i,

and
seen

s (as

j

being met by this

in

Appendix E).

further worked on by engaging the participants in a

series of brief activities wherein they physicalize through their body postures

with a partner the following interpersonal relationships:

"Only you and you alone", "This

is getting to

other", "On a pedestal" and "Swing free".

’’Master- slave",

be a drag", "We support each

Participants then share their

responses to this activity with their partner and

in the large

group the trainer

suggests the possible correlation between these various physical postures
depicted in this series and their relationship to psychological issues in the
participants

and then

in

own

lives with significant people.

period ensues

dyads, the group again uses the Trumpet Processing Guide.

activity

meets the specific content objectives:

seen

Appendix E).

in

A brief journal

h,

i,

j,

and also

"I

want" and

"I

through s (as
in

which

have available".

This

The session concludes with an activity

each partner completes the statements:

1

This

in

dyads

themselves and
activity helps the participants to verbalize what they want for

what resources they have within and without to enable them
want.

This verbal activity,

have had an opportunity

it

is

assumed, comes

to non-verbally

to get

what they

at a point after the participants

examine the various ways

in

which they
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exert power and influences in their lives and how they allow others to exert

power and

influence over them.

assumed

It is

that

from the earlier experiences would provide more
in

making responses

to the "I

want" and

journal period ensues and the session

"I

is

whatever insight was gained

clarity for the participants

have available" statements.

then terminated.

meets the specific content objectives a through

activity

A

brief

This latter verbal
(as

j

seen

in

Appendix

E).

Final Session

By
exposed

the termination of a 15

week workshop

to a variety of activities to help

Power and Connectedness.

The

the participants have been

them explore the issues

final sessions dealt with issues of

or one’s relationships with others.

The last meeting continues

winds up with activities covering

three areas.

a Crowd"

is

of Identity,

all

Connectedness

in this vein

and

The activity called "Three's

introduced after the trainer discusses the topic of Connectedness

as reflective not only of a peron’s relationship with another, but also of one's

sense of identity and power.
to get to

The group

know one another non-verbally

is

broken down into triads and instructed

for five minutes.

They are

told to talk

should leave
with one another with the goal of mutually agreeing on which one
the triad.

The person who leaves

dyad and try in whatever
dyad.

The process

is

fashion he

is

then instructed to go and find another

wants to displace one of the persons

then left to evolve naturally with

little

in the

trainei intei-
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vention except to remind participants of the time left for each
part of the

This activity

activity.

is

then shared in the large group with the trainers

facilitating the participants' discussion of the feelings experienced

exercise.

These feelings run the gamut from sense

utter rejection;

from a sense

of

of

power

from

a sense of

to

aggressiveness to a sense of apathy.

a very emotional exercise requiring a great deal of trust and comfort

group and that

why

it is

employed

Then the group works

follows:

to further

activity

is

in

at the end.

meets the specific content objectes a through

which participants select one person

The way

in the following

On

at a

manner: "Mary,

how

I

seen

s (as

in

This

Appendix E).

activity called "I appreciate" in

time

and verbalize

in the large

group

it

reflects a basic underlying concept

Participants are instructed to verbalize the responses

also a part of me".

the one hand

period

person after being with them for the 15 weeks.

this is done is important since

throughout our training.

is

this

is

in the

to look at possible alternatives.

The session concludes with a lengthy

which

A brief journal

This

dyads using the Trumpet Processing Guide

understand their behavior and

what they appreciate about

this

I

appreciate what

The idea behind

perceive another

I

have be your sensitivity,

this kind of statement is

is entirely

my own

two -fold:

doing and has nothing

to do with the other, while on the other hand, those parts

I

see in another or

actually possess myself otherwise

I

couldn’t perceive

have exist

them

in

another

in the other.

I

Thus, in

my

relationship with others as

dealing with issues of connectedness, in reality,

I

am

I

appear to be

working on the more
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basic issues of who

The more

I

opportunity

come
I

I

am — others

in contact

are mirrors for

me

I

meet those parts

connectedness comes

full circle

In the foregoing

in other people.

back

me

.

paragraphs,

I

And

which get

so, the issue of

to the basic issue of Identity or

who

I

am.

have outlined samples of three training

sessions out of the fifteen week series of sessions.

same each semester with sessions

of Identity,

me

and interact with different people, the more

have to learn about the many different parts of

triggered off when

the

to see and understand

The basic format remained

divided in time

among

the three issues

The relative brevity of each session, two

Power and Connectedness.

and one-half hours, limited activities usually to two and sometimes three per

Processing time using the Trumpet Guide and journal time likewise

session.

expended considerable minutes but these activities were considered

critical to

the potential learning of the participants.
In the next section,

I

will evaluate this particular training

progiam using

components for a developmental^
the guidelines outlined in chapter one regarding the

based psychological education program.
Initially, the

participants were
lack of pre-test to determine where the

developmentally, prevented
their readiness levels.

me from

Hence,

I

confrontation needed to help them

If

there

was any such movement

tion which

was provided

intervening with activities appropriate to

could not provide them with the kind of

move from

it

was

their present stage into the next.

strictly

by chance.

The kind of confronta-

trainer helped participants
the participants occurred as the
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to

become aware

of the

way, for instance, they did themselves presently, and

the consequences of that behavior and/or thinking and the possible alternative

ways they could behave or

think.

This confrontation, or dissonance was a

sort of ’'stretching" and "reaching" process, but
if

was "developmental"

this "stretching"

to another) since

I

I

had no say of ascertaining

(that is,

movement from one

stage

had no pre-test. Also, some "stretching" may be a

"stretching" of attitude or behavior, but not necessarily a "stretching" involving
the development of a
differently.

new

structure with which to view the self and the world

Again, some "stretching"

may

involve an elaboration of one's

present way of viewing the world, rather than the development of new structures

which would enable one
the world.

make a

significant qualitative change in one's

So, even though through trainer intervention confrontations

provided participants,
participants

to

gam

I

view of

were

cannot say that these confrontations, which helped

another perspective about themselves, provoked movement

from one developmental stage

to another.

Also, lack of a pre-test and the subsequent lack of information on the
participants' developmental levels, created a situation wherein

the specific content objectives of training with the
this training.

If I

had done

this,

it

is

As

could not match

measures used

would have permitted

training or treatment did or did not work.

I

me

to evaluate

to say that the

stated in Chapter

I,

a pre-test

directly relate to
imperative, along with specific content objectives which

the

measures used

to evaluate the training with

a post-test to determine

if
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any changes did

which

I

in fact

employed

is

occur as a result

The Loevinger Test

of training.

an instrument designed to measure developmental changes,

however, without the pre-test and without a direct linkage between the
Loevinger Test and the training objectives
I

really cannot

make any statements

ness of the training.
but

I

It

(as

I

have outlined

in

Chapter

I)

relative to the developmental appropriate-

(developmental change)

may

have occurred

in participants,

have no adequate way of documenting this possibility.
It

is

my belief that

the nature of the training goals in this study, on the

other hanc^ do reflect in part developmental training goals.

concern

in

make

Problem-solving

decisions about

new ways

experiences were very

as can be seen in our specific content objectives.

which were

felt to

them

what

to see

if

of thinking, acting

much

is

and what could be.

and

a part of our training

Experiences were designed

be capable of provoking confrontation for people

from which participants started the
say what

the

our training was to develop processes by which participants could

analyze, interpret and
feeling.

For instance,

to enable

However, again, not knowing the base

training, developmental^,

I

could not

any changes did occur in their psychological development.

CHAPTER

III

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE AND MEASURES USED

Description of Sample

The experimental

group consisted of twenty-five teachers who had

volunteered for the affective -humanistic education training sponsored under
Title III.

A

control group also of twenty-five teachers were selected and

asked to participate in this study.

The control group was selected and asked

to

participate in the study after the two years of treatment had terminated for the

experimental group.

Rocky

The experimental and control groups were drawn from the

Hill, Connecticut Public School

outside of Hartford.

The teachers represented

kindergarten to high school.
the

Many

of

system and so were not strangers

In fact, teachers

worked side by
ship also

system, a small suburban community

from both

all levels of

them came from

same schools within

to one another during the training period.

the experimental and control groups in

side in their respective schools.

came from

the

teaching from

within the

The trainers for

same school system

many cases
this

work-

of the experimental

and

control groups.

It

subjects with
should be noted that attempts to match experimental

control subjects were difficult since

many

non-participants in this training
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project were actually antagonistic toward the project
goals.

Hence, the

selection of the control group was determined by their
relative degree of

friendliness toward the project even though,
in

it.

Many

of the control

in fact,

they were not participating

group subjects had been on the "fence"

participating in this project and so

it

was

felt that this

in

terms of

might increase the

comparability of the groups, and hence, the significance of any differences
that might occur between them.

were more

like the

Those

finally selected as the control

experimental subjects

in that they

toward the project goals and were seen by many

staff

inclined toward the concept of humanistic education.

group

were not antagonistic

members

as favorably

However,

other objective data to further document this assumption.

Also,

I

had no
I

was further

limited in the selection of a control group because there was a sizable number
of staff

members

actually antagonistic toward ir disinterested in the project.

Four background variables characterize the experimental and control
groups: age, sex, grade taught and number of years teaching.

No one

in either

the experimental or control group had any previous formal training in affective-

humanistic education.

Table

I

illustrates the

comparison of background

variables between the experimental group and control group.
Since

my

choices were limited in attempting to match the experimental

and control groups on the background variables what resulted, as can be observed
in Table

I,

was an uneven match between

of age and years teaching.

the two groups on the two variables

The difference between the two groups on these two
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TABLE
Background Variables

Age

Grade Taught

Years Teaching

Experimental and Control Groups

Experimental Group

Control Group

Mean =

Mean =

31. 52

Range = 24-62

17

Sex

of

1

8

Females
Males

42. 68

Range = 26-60

16 Females
9

Males

Mean = 5.04

Mean = 5.52

Range = 1-12

Range = 1-12

Mean =

Mean =

8.

64

Range = 2-20

16. 60

Range = 5-30
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variables is statistically significant.

That

statistically significantly

lias

younger and

is,

taught statistically significantly

fewer years than the control group (see Tables

between the two groups
see

if

in the

age or years teaching

the experimental group is

2

and

3).

Hence, any difference

outcome measures will have to be checked

may

to

be the explanatory variable rather than the

training.

The following tests were adminstered: Loevinger Ego Development
Test; Personal Orientation Inventory; and the Minnesota Teacher Attitude

Inventory.

These tests were administered to the experimental group during

the last session of the two year training program. The control group

likewise administered the tests during the same time period.
of the tests to both groups

was conducted by

were

Administration

the trainers of the workshop.

The Loevinger Test
The Loevinger Sentence Completion Form (Loevinger and Wessler,
1970) consists of a list of 36 brief sentence stems such as '’Raising a family.

or

"I feel

sorry.

.

.

"

which are spaced over three test pages.

the sentence completions they think are most important.

.

Subjects write

Individual responses

are scored in terms of seven basic stages which comprise the hierarchical

sequence of development: Pre-Social, Impulsive, Self-Protective, Conformist,
Conscientious, Autonomous, and Integrated (see Appendix C).

Loevinger has

inteitried to incorporate aspects of impulse control, character development,

personal style, conscious pre -occupations and cognitive style

in

an invariant
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sequence in which each stage builds on, includes and transmutes the previous
one, (Erickson, 1973).

Loevinger indicates that the search for coherent meanings
is the

in

experience

essence of the ego or of ego functioning, and that the ego maintains

stability, its identity

and

its

its

coherence by selectively gating out observations

These theoretical conclusions are the

inconsistent with its current state.

foundation for use of sentence completions as a method of measuring ego

development.

The authors stress

that only a projective technique, a technique

that requires the subject to project his/her

own meaning

will suffice to

measure

ego development, (Erickson, 1973).
is to identify qualitative differences in the

The basic strategy then

successive stages of ego development.

Every response

sequence of qualitative stages and assigned to the level

The

reliability of

consistency,

item ratings in the manual

is

it

compared with

the

most closely matches.

is listed at .76,

and internal

coefficient alpha, which is a generalization oi the Kuder-Richardson

fromula 20 was given

at

.

90.

These correlations indicate an acceptably high

degree of internal consistency and reliability on this

test,

(Erickson, 1973).

Personal Orientation Inventory
Everett L.
The Personal Orientation Inventory was developed by

Shostrum based on Maslow’s theory

of self-actualization.

There are tvel\e

are represented by twelve
subvariables measured by this test each of which
subscales.

and Earle, 1973.
They are described as follows by Lake, Miles

"
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Self- Actualizing Values, the degree to which one holds values

presumably held by self-actualizing people; Existentialitv. the
ability to respond according to situational demands without
rigid adherence to principle;

Feeling Reactivity , the extent of

responsiveness to one's own needs and feelings; Spontaneity , the
degree to which one is able to be spontaneous; Self- Acceptance
the extent of acceptance of one-self with one's imperfections;
Nature of Man a qualitative view of man as intrinsically good;
,

Regard , level of self esteem; Synergy , the extent of one's
realization that conventional dichotomies (e.g. selfish versus
Self

selfless) can be resolved (that one can be both selfish and selfless);
Acceptance of Aggression extent of tolerance rather than denial
of aggressive impulses; and Capacity for Intimate Contact,
extent of ability to form and sustain intimate relationships. Time
Competence refers to the ability to have faith in the future and to
live a relatively more full life in the present. The time competent
person is able to meaningfully relate his past through the present
to his future, while the time -incompetent individual has
trouble doing so, tending to live relatively more in the past and
future with guilts, regrets, resentments, and idealized goals,
plans, expectations and fears. Inner directedness refers to having
,

internalized various authority figures, including especially parental
"
influences, and as being obedient to their inculcated "guidance

Conversely, other directed people are viewed as being
conformists, primarily motivated by fears of what others will
think and by peer group influence extending beyond familiar and
external authority. " "The POI is a 150-item forced-choice scale
of paired, "antithetical" self-characterizing statements. An
item might resemble the following pair of statements:

principles.

I

have thoughts about how

I

really don’t think about giving to others.

I

can give to others frequently.

"Test-retest reliability coefficients of .91 and .93 are reported;
however, the sample was a meager one. No information is
available on the internal consistency of the sub scales. Predictive
validity seems reasonably well established in the sense of the
POI’s gross ability to discriminate relatively healthy from less
well-functioning group’s. However, there is little evidence to
subindicate a construct or concurrent validity of the separate
scales which are moderately intercorrelated. Finally, items

on the POI have not been equated for social desirability.

"

,
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The Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI1
The Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory

is

described in the following

paragraphs by Lake, Miles and Earle, 1973:
M The

MTAI

developed by Cook, Leeds and Callis measures
the strength of attitudes which the authors feel are indicative
of a teacher's capacity for interpersonal relationships with
his/her pupils. As the items are constructed and construed
by the authors, a high MTAI score indicates a "progressive",
pupil -centered, non-authoritarian orientation."

"The inventory is self-administering and takes less than an
hour. The 150 items on the MTAI are statements of the
following kind:

Children should be seen and not heard.
Most children are obedient.
A teacher should not be expected to do more work
than he is paid for.

"Respondents have five possible ways of responding to the items,
from "strongly agree" through "uncertain" to "strongly disagree".
Norms are available for high school and college students, for
teacher trainees and for experienced elementary and secondary
school teachers".

"The corrected split-half reliability of the present form is .03.
and
Test scores were correlated with principals', observers
19 to
from
ranging
pupils' ratings with the validity correlations
.

.59.

Fakeability is reported to be the

MTAI’s

chief handicap,

Iloweve i
especially with regard to contempolated predictive use.
about the intended use of theii
if respondents are not advised
which to Lum,
scores and, therefore, do not know the direction in
the

f alee ability

of the inventory

becomes

negligible.
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Theoretical hypothesis of tins study in terms of
the specific treatment

As

outlined earlier in the introduction, the theoretical hypotheses of

this study will

now be elaborated upon

measures employed
a.

measures

in

terms

of the specific evaluative

to explore the inpact of training:

Experimental group which

lias

undergone two years of psycho-

logical education training will show significantly higher test

results than the control group on the Loevinger Test of Ego

Development.

The assumption herein

is that

psychological education

training produces developmental growth and can be shown by the

attainment of significantly higher stages of ego development for
those

who have undergone

this training

compared

to those

who have

not.
b.

Experimental group will show significantly higher test results than
the control group on all scales of the Personal Orientation Inventory.

The assumption here

is that participants in

psychological education

training will attain significantly different scores on personal maturity

than those who have not imdergone this training.

measure

Since the

POI

is

a

of the degree of self actualization- -the final stage in

Maslow’s need theory, then significant differences between the two
groups

may

be considered as suggesting developmental growth.
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c.

Experimental group will show significantly higher test results than
the control group on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory.

The assumption here

is that participants in psychological education

training will receive significantly different scores on capacity for

interpersonal relationships than those who have not undergone this
training.

It

is intended, via training, that psychological education

would promote a more ''humanistic” approach to teaching and climate
setting in the classroom which would be reflected in the experimental

group’s scores.

1

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS

The three hypotheses

of this study, stated in the

end of the last chapter

involved comparisons of the experimental and control group on these three
tests:

Loevinger, Personal Orientation Inventory and Minnesota Teacher

Attitude Inventory.

Since this test battery (Loevinger, Personal Orientation

Inventory and Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory) consists of a total of
fourteen subtests or variable comparisons of the experimental and the control

group on each of the fourteen variables, the usual t-test was not carried

2

out.

Thus, in order to compare the experimental and control group properly, a
multivariate test has to be employed.

1

3

indebted to Hari Swaminathan of the University of Massachusetts
reporting the
for his assistance in analyzing the data winch I collected and in
analyses that appear in this chapter.
I

am

could be performed
^ The reason for this is, although univariate t-tests
applicable to all
on each variable separately, a single probability statement
t’s. Because
jointly cannot in general be obtained from the separate

variables
from the same subjects, they are
all fourteen variables have been obtained
the separate t-tests
correlated in some arbitrary and unknown manner, and
that at least
probability
are not statistically independent, and hence, no exact
hypothesis can be calculated.
one of them will exceed some initial level on the null
3

statistics which take into
Since multivariate tests are based on sample
have known properties, the
account the correlations between variables, and
additional advantage of the mu i
required probabilities can be calculated. An
variables are highly correlated, the
variate procedure is that if the dependent
procedures.
procedure will be more powerful than univariate
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Descriptive statistics resulting from the administration of the battery
of tests to the experimental and control groups are

and

3.

Table 2 gives the

mean and standard

summarized

in

Tables 2

deviations of the experimental and

control groups on each of the fourteen subtests as well as for the background

variables, age,

and years of teaching.

The correlations between the fourteen

subtests are given in Table 3.

An examination

mean scores on

all the

of Table 2 reveals that the experimental

subtests than the control group.

teaching, the control group had higher
indicating that there

were

initial

means

On age and years

of

(significant at the .001 level)

differences between the experimental group

and the control group on these two factors.
the experimental and control groups

We

had higher

Despite these initial differences,

were compared on

the fourteen variables.

shall return to a discussion of the coufounding effects of age

and years

of teaching later in the section.

Multivariate analysis of variance procedure was employed to test
the differences between the experimental and control groups on the fourteen

variables.

Owing

to the limitation in the

computer program

that

the variables on which the experimental and control groups are

be separated into two groups.

Since

it

was employed,

compared had

was not considered meaningful

to split

was carried out
the subtests of Personal Orientation Inventory, one analysis
Inventory and the
by comparing the groups on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude

to

s
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TABLE

2

Means and Standard Deviations of the Experimental
and Control Groups on Subtests and Background Variables

Experimental

VARIABLE

Mean

Group

Control

Group

D.

Mean

62.84

24.06

41.84

25.13

5.68

1.70

5.04

1.81

S.

D.

S.

Minnesota Teacher
Attitude Inventory

Loevinger Test
Personality Orientation Inventory:

Time Competence

18. 52

lo

Inner Direct? dues

93.32
21.48
23.52
16.92
14.08
13.44
17.88
12.48
7.76

9.78
2.37
3.81
2.54
1.96
1.41
3.97
1.47
1.01

17.88
86.32
19.96
20.76
15.76
12.56
13.08
17.20
11.32
6.48

2.45
8.73
2.99
3.77
2.49
2.16
1.97
3.09
1.81
1.58

16. 60

3.00

15. 64

2.49

Capacity for Intimate
Contact

19.80

3.32

18.04

2.99

Age

31.52

8.98

42.68

10.52

93

16. 60

7.29

Self- Actual] zing Value

Existentiality

Feeling Reactivity
Spontaneity

Regard
Acceptance
Nature of Man
Synergy
Acceptance of AggresSelf

Self

sion

5.

Years

of

Teaching

8.

64

92

6.

64
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Loevinger scale while another analysis was carried out on the
subtests of the
Personal Orientation Inventory.

Results of these analyses are summarized

in Table 4.

The second column

in

Table 4 gives the difference between the experi-

mental and control groups on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI),
the Loevinger test and the subtests of the Personal Orientation Inventory.

positive differences indicate that the experimental group had higher

these two variables than the control group.

The

means on

The third column gives the value

of the multivariate test statistic, F, together with the

the level of significance is given in column four.

degrees of freedom, while

This indicates that the overall

hypothesis, that there are no differences between the experimental and control

groups on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory and the Loevinger test

combined can be rejected

at the .01 level of significance. Thus,

it

can be

concluded that the experimental and control groups are indeed significantly
different.

The

fifth

and sixth columns give the univariate test

variable taken separately and the level of significance.

From

statistic for

this

it

each

can be

concluded that although, there was an overall difference between the experi-

mental and control groups, the difference was solely
Attitude Inventory; there

was no

the two groups.

As pointed

indicated for the

MTAI

is

in the

Minnesota Teacher

differentiation in the Loevinger scale between

out earlier, the level of significance, .005,

overly liberal as this capitalizes on chance occurrences.

Hence, the multivariate test was conducted.

However, since

the multivaiiate

GG
test does not indicate which variable (or variables) contributed to
the differences

between groups, univariate tests carried out for each variable arc reported.

more

reliable test is the step-down test, reported in the seventh column.

These tests are carried out by removing

from

A

the variable of interest.

the effect of the preceding variable

The significance level, reported

eight, gives a truer picture of the effect of each variable

other variables are taken
of the Minnesota

into consideration.

when

in

column

the effects of

removing the effect

In this case,

Teacher Attitude Inventory seems to have

little

effect on the

Loevinger scale.
In

comparing the experimental and control groups on

the Personal

Orientation Inventory, the positive entries in the second column indicate that

the experimental group had higher means than the control group on
subtests.

The value

of the multivariate test statistic is significant at the .07

level, a relatively low level of significance given the

number

of variables that

of the univariate statistic reported in

are being considered.

The values

five indicate that there

were differences between

subtests:

twelve

all the

column

the groups on the following

inner directedness, self actualizing value, existentiality, spontaneity,

nature of man, synergy, and capacity for intimate contact.

The step-down

on inner directed score,
tests, on the other hand, indicate differences only

and synergy score.
experimental and tne
Given that significant differences exist between the
that arises is, can these
control group on several subtests, the question

treatment.
differences be attributed to the effect of the

The answer

to the
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question

is

indeed difficult since differences existed between the experimental

and control group, at least on age and years of teaching, before the introduction
of the treatment.

If

teachers could have been randomly assigned to the

experimental and control groups, the differences between the groups on the

outcome variable can be unequivocally attributed
However,

in

most educational

settings

random assignment

an outcome and a treatment has to be inferred

control groups

who had

is

neither feasible

Given this situation, causal relationship between

nor, at times, desirable.

In this study, as

to the effect of the treatment.

random assignment

of

teachers to experimental and

the control group

was not possible,

was made up

"inclinations” towards participating in the program.

to note that this group differed

manners.

in other indirect

from the experimental group

of teachers

It is

in

interesting

terms

of

years

i

participate while the
of teaching and age--younger teachers volunteering to

older, experienced teachers did not participate.

reasons for this occurrence

may

effectiveness of the treatment.

comparable
to the

to the

program,

shed some light on the nature and the

In

any case, as the control group was

experimental group

the

Future examination of the

in the

sense of being positively disposed

comparisons may be taken as being meaningful.

measured within this study
Of the four known background variables
and years of teaching were
(years of teaching, age, grade, sex), age
and thus, a multivariate analysis of
significantly different for the two groups
and age were treated as covariates,
covariance, in which the years of teaching

G8

was conducted.

In

essence, the purpose of analysis of covariance

is to

study

the differences between groups after the effects of other variables, that are not
of primary interest, are partialled out.

are given in Table

5.

The results

of the analysis of covariance

Again, as before, the Minnesota

Teacher Attitude

Inventory and the Loevinger test were analyzed together and separately from
subtests of the Personal Orientation Inventory.

The second column

in

Table 5 gives the differences between the means

of the experimental and control groups after the effects of age and years of

teaching are partialled out.

As indicated

in

columns three and four, the

experimental and the control groups were significantly different on the means
of the two sets of variables, Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory and the

Loevinger

After

and the subtests of the Personal Orientation Inventory.

test,

removing the effects of age and years

of teaching, there

were

significant

differences between the groups on both of the Minnesota Teacher Attitude

Inventory and the Loevinger tests as indicated by the univariate test and the

step-down

On

test.

the Personal Orientation Inventory, the overall difference

between the experimental and control groups was highly significant
.0001 level

!).

The univariate tests indicate

twelve subtests.

However,

(at

the

that differences existed on all the

the step-down test revealed that significant

competence, innei
differences existed only for the following subtests: time
di rootedness,'’ self- actualizing value,

should be interpreted keeping

in

mind

and the nature of man.

These results

that the step-down tests are carried out
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by removing the effect of the preceding outcome variable

in the

order that the

variables are input in the program.
In concluding these results,

I

refer the reader to appendix G, for

imformational purposes only, wherein the mean scores, standard deviations

and ranges

of both the experimental and control

groups are given for the

Loevinger Ego Development Test, the Personal Orientation Inventory and the

Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory.

These scores represent solely, where

the participants both control and experimental,

study 0

The reader

were

is directed particularly to the

where developmentally the two groups were

at the

end of

this

two year

Loevinger scores to see

at the conclusion of training.

4

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
|

The multivariate analysis

of variance indicated that there

were overall

group.
significant differences between the experimental group and the control

Teacher
The differences between the groups existed primarily on the Minnesota
Attitude Inventory; on the Loevinger

Ego Development Test using

the analysis

the Personal Orientation
of covariance and in the following subtests of
directeclncss, selfInventory as indicated by the univariate tests: Inner

4

treatment in this study
should be noted that although the effect of
analysis, oilier non
was assessed as to its impact solely by use of statistical
to field of psychological
statistical means are available and appropriate
findings might be buttressec y
education. Hence, these present statistical
during and after training; trainer
such methods as participants' self-reports
training and observations ol
observations of participants during and after
It

participants in their classroom after training.
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actualizing value, existentiality, spontaneity, nature of man, synergy
and
the capacity for intimate contact.

The step-down

were differences on the Minnesota Teacher

tests indicated that there

Attitude Inventory, and only on

inner directedness and synergy for the Personal Orientation Inventory.

As the groups were

different on age and years of teacliing, multivariate

analysis of covariance procedure was employed to remove the effects of these
variables.

Partialling out the effects of age and years of teacliing resulted in

even larger overall differences between the experimental and the control groups.

There were differences
and the Loevinger

test.

in

both of the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory

Univariate tests indicated differences on

all the

subtests of the Personal Orientation Inventory, while step-down tests indicated

differences on time competence, inner directedness, self- actualizing value,

and the nature

of

man.

CHAPTER

V

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The hypothesis that the experimental group will obtain

statistically

significant higher scores than the control group on the Minnesota Teacher

Attitude Inventory is supported; using both the multivariate analysis of variance

and covariance.

seem

to be

more

This result suggests that the experimental group of teachers
oriented in a pupil-centered, non-authoritarian direction than

are the control group.

Whether or not treatment affected

this

be determined for certain since no pre-test was conducted.

outcome cannot

Also what specific

factors in treatment affected the results cannot be determined.

The hypothesis that the experimental group

will obtain statistically

significant higher scores than the control group on the Personal Orientation

Inventory is supported.

However, only for the following subtests

directcdness and synergy.
subtests

The differences between the groups on these two

were observed using

chapter.

— inner

the step-down tests referred to in the last

Thus, we can be sure of these differences.

that teachers in the experimental group

may

be

more

This result suggests
reliant on internal

teachers in the
motivations rather than external influences compared to those
control group.

teachers,

seem

control
Further, the experimental teachers, more so than the

meaningfully related.
to be able to see opposites of life as
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Again, whether or not this occurrence
was affected by treatment cannot be

determined since there was no pre-test.

Also,

it is difficult

what treatment factors could have influenced
these results.

to ascertain

Univariate tests

also indicated additional differences between
the groups on die following POI

subtests— self actualizing value,

existentiality, spontaneity,

and capacity for intimate contract.

nature of man,

However, we can't be quite as sure about

these differences because of the inherent nature of the
univariate test as stated
in the previous chapter.

the two groups

the

more

were

Using the multivariate analysis of covariance procedure,

different on all subtests of the POI.

reliable step

down

Again, though, using

test within the covariance procedure, resulted in

differences between the groups on only time competence, inner directedness,
self actualizing and the nature of

not jdeld data which

man.

The use of analysis of covariance does

we can be certain about because there may be other back-

ground variables that haven’t been controlled for or partialled
then, the differences between the two groups on the

out.

summary

hi

POI can be seen mainly

in

the synergy and inner directedness* subtests.

The hypothesis

that the experimental group will obtain statistically

significant higher scores than the control group on the Loevinger

Test

is s upported

Ego Development

only when the multivariate analysis of covariance

used

is

(controlling for the background variables of age and years of teaching).

this

was done, there was a

significant difference between the groups

mental group significantly higher) on

this test as indicated

When

(experi-

by the univariate
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test and step-down test.

results

from

However, one cannot be sure

of the

meaning

of the

the analysis of covariance procedure since the two groups

have been different

initially

on this variable as well.

may

Thus, we cannot say

that there has been significant change in ego development for the experimental

teachers after treatment and hence, cannot claim that developmental changes

occurred as a result of training.

Again, without a pre-test any claims for

significance of the results are at best very tentative.

Hence, although the experimental and the control groip are not comparable
in the strict sense, the results of the analysis of variance and covariance have
to be taken as implying that the treatment

is

was indeed

effective.

This conclusion

strengthened by the fact that the control group consisted of older and more

As can be expected,

experienced teachers.

the results of the analysis of

covariance supported this conclusion since controlling for age and years
teaching produced even

more

significant results.

There are some questions that can be raised for future study and
research regarding the data which was collected.
attitudes of people

who volunteer

For instance, what are the

for such treatment prior to and after; that is,

what are their reasons for volunteering, and how do they

feel after the treatment.

and
This data would provide additional variables which could make clearer

stronger the relationship between the outcome and the treatment.

what are the attitudes
even though they

may

of the control

In addition,

group that contribute to their non- volunteering

goals.
be theoretically "inclined" toward the treatment

Of
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course, knowledge concerning the correlation between these attitudes
and

developmental stages can shed

light

upon the stages of development participants

function in prior to their volunteering or non -volunteering.

The answers to the above questions may shed some
that the control group

was

light

on the fact

significantly older than the experimental group.

Does

age and years of teaching affect one’s attitude about the value and potential of
additional professional learning?

Or does age and years teaching produce

stagnation, inflexibility or fear about change ?

What

in the

treatment procedures accounted for the differences between

the groups on the outcome

measures? Can we

factors affect the outcome ?

isolate

what specific treatment

Also, are there certain background variables

which when combined with certain factors

of treatment

produce certain results?

Implications for Future Designs

Earlier in Chapter
logical education program.
to

I,

I

outlined a design for a developmental psycho-

By summarizing

demonstrate how the limitations of

my

this design

in fact,

I

will attempt

treatment program can be recitified so

as to promote and evaluate developmental growth.

outcome measures which are,

now,

Initially, the selection of

developmentally oriented

is essential.

Besides the Loevinger Test, another recently developed measure, the

Knowledge Test, can be employed.

Self

(The Self Knowledge Test was recently

developed by Weinstein, Alschuler and Evans,

at the University of

Massachusetts

7G

School of Education.)

The data from such tests would then provide information

relative to the general developmental level of the group undergoing training.

The subsequent training design would then be related to

moving from their present developmental stage

facilitating participants

The

to the next higher stage (s).

issues of Identity, Power, and Connectedness, which

I

employed

stuc

in this

could be explored by relating them to their counterparts in the particular

developmental stage (s) of the group. For instance, the questions

How much

control do

I

have over

me?

and How do

issues that are developmentally appropriate

degree
Tests.

in

many

I

in that

of:

Who am

relate to others?

of training, as

I

all

they are reflected to some

of the developmental stages of the Loevinger and Self

The specific mode

are

I?

outlined in Chapter

I,

Knowledge

could be

employed, beginning with an introductory lecturettc on the area covered for
the particular session and its rationale, a

warm-up period

energy

to bring the

focused in the here-and-now, the activity(s) designed to facilitate participants

working cn the issues of

Identity,

Power or Connectedness, a processing period

to help
to further provide the consciousness-raising and confrontation neecied

participants begin to

make

the developmental transitions and a final peiiod

wherein cognitive theory, relative

to the

areas covered

in the

session

is

the cognitive
provided participants to give them "handles" to help them develop

re-organizations and structures needed for developmental growth.

phase of the training program would be the post-testing
developmental changes might have occurred.

to

The

final

determine wlmt

As stated earlier

in this

paper
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since there is nothing in research which would enable us to document when

structural changes have occurred in the area of personal psychological develop-

ment,

all

we can expect

to do is to provide the participants with the context or

climate by which stage changes can occur as well as to provide them with the
opportunity via appropriate interventions to facilitate such a change.
the

most we can expect

is

However,

for participants to practice the behavior of the next

higher stage; whether or not the actual assimilation of those new stage structures

has occurred cannot be determined

The value

at the

termination of workshop training.

of this present study

Considering the inherent weaknesses of this study’s design, the value
of the present training

program resides

in

has been a growing recognition on the part

several areas.

First of

in the

classroom. Teachers

there

of the project teachers of the

importance of psychological education training as a prerequisite
such training

all,

initially

to

promoting

to take part

were reluctant

in

and challenge
personal growth training; however, gradually the excitement

of

such training took over.

Currently, as

we work with

the project teachers as

the classroom, the one
they attempt to implement psychological education in

for them has heen noUhe affective
area which they claim has had more relevance

growth experience.
curriculum activities but their prior personal
is consistent

most

training.
with our rationale for providing such

critical variable in

promoting psychological education

We

This reaction

felt that the

in the

classroom

ft

is the

teacher and that a basic understanding of self and others

prerequisite to facilitating same

in their students.

is

a necessary

Teachers have reported

since the training that their experiences in self-awareness have helped them
to be

more

acutely aware in their classrooms of what they do,

and why they do

it

how

they do

it

— a kind of personal sensitivity and consciousness-raising

critical to personal growth.

A

corailary of the above dealt with the teachers’ realization that relying

solely on commercially prepared "affective” curricula
logically since such

was unsound psycho-

programs generally do not address themselves

the individuality of the teacher and that of the students.

to both

Also, these so-called

"packages" reportedly tend to restrict the teacher from relying on his/her own
unique creativity to stimulate personal growth

in students.

Thus, our project

teachers reported less personal constraints, more willingness in risk-taking

and generally more desire

to actualize their

own

they attempted to help their students do likewise.

creativity in the classroom as

We, again,

felt that this

was

a major outgrowth of the personal growth training which we provided the
teachers.
Finally, another

I

major value

of this study for

me

resided

in the fact that

and trait
can now more clearly differentiate between behavioral, attitudinal

changes that might occur

training
in people following psychological education

from real developmental changes.

In

order for developmental change

facilitated in learners, the learning activities

must be

to be

directly related to both
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the various stage characteristics of the particular
developmental theory and

also to relevant outcome measures designed to assess
developmental change.
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Piaget’s Stages of Development (Watt,
1973).
1.

Sensori-motor stage: Birth to four years

2.

Stage of Concrete Operations:

3.

a.

pre -ope rational: Four to eight years

b.

concrete -ope rational: Eight to twelve years

State of

Formal Operations: Twelve

Within these general categories are

many sub- stages.

both affective and to cognitive development, though

been given by Piaget and his followers
in the child.

the

remainder

of this

much

to

less attention has

to the stages of affective

development

paper will focus on how the child crosses the bridge

Sensori-motor:
in this stage.

two instincts.

These stages relate

After reviewing some of the main elements of each major stage,

between pre -operational thinking

is

to sixteen years

From

the

in

some important aspects

moment

of birth (and

of his thought.

even before) the infant

He begins to organize his world by groping and sucking;

These actions, though

habits and then a ction -schemes.

at first

his

merely reflexes, soon become

An action-scheme

call

(I

it

hand-to-mouth

intelligence) enables the baby, without actually thinking, to reach for a bottle

and put the nipple

whatever his

little

in his

mouth

to suck, or causes

fingers can contact.

months the baby organizes

him

to

reach out and clutch

Between birth aid about eighteen

his world around his basic needs.

He builds action-

schemes by simply acting on his environment with his body and
He discovers that he

is

an "object” separate from

all

his senses.

other objects, and
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permanent.

(He never goes away like other things and people.

also discovers that other objects which appear to go away
do

when out

of his sight 0

held but can
rattle will

still

make

is

hungry), space

(a

exist even

still

These other physical objects are related

time (mother brings food when he

Gradually he

)

to

him by

toy feels smooth when

be seen when dropped out of reach) and causality (shaking a
a funny noise).

From two

environment entirely with his senses.

to four

years he explores his

He builds action- schemes (which can

be compared with experiential knowledge) as he repeats patterns and tried out

new

actions on his own, limited world.
All this time he is gradually learning that he exists not as the center

of the world but as one "object" (albeit the

most important!) among many.

This process Piaget calls decentering.

goes on both cognitively and emotionally

It

throughout every stage of development.
stage the child develops the capacity to

In the latter half of the

make and

imitate symbols through speech,

drawing and dramatic play.

Now

can act on

The three and one half year old

it

symbolically.

sensori-motor

the actual object can be missing but the child
is

no longer reliant

solely upon physical objects; he is ready to enter the pre -ope rational stage,

which runs from about four to eight years

The pre -ope rational stage

is the

old.

period when a child can make some

deductions about the nature of his world but only from what he can actually see.

Thus, these two lines

because they look like different lengths.

are

different lengths

That airplane up in the sky

is

smaller
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than the one on the ground because

sees one property of an object.
could have
at the

it

looks smaller.

He has trouble recognizing

more than one property. Can

same time ? Can

The pre-operational child
that one object

he live in Redlands and in California

this rod be one ten and ten ones at the

same time ?

The child defines an object by the properly that stands out for him the most.
lives in Redlands, not California.

The

He

single rod is one ten, not ten ones.

Often color is the first property that catches the pre-operational child’s eye.

"You and me are twins today, we’re both wearing blue socks !" Because he
sees only obvious qualities, he does not think there
one shoe and one pencil and one dog.

from those

of

is

any equivalence between

His patterns of thought are truly different

an adult.

Between four and eight a child can change the shape
it

from a narrow

to a wide container without

remains the same.

He can change ten ones

being sure that they are the same.

what he sees

,

is .

He

is still

of

water by pouring

knowing that the amount of water
into one ten but he

For the pre-operational

has no way of

child believes that

"centered" in his own perceptions and has not

yet built up enough schemes in his

mind (knowledge)

to retain a

mental

representation of an object that appears to change before his very eyes.
Gradually, between the ages of five and eleven, though, he moves into

a new and exciting stage, that of concrete operations.

This happens slowly,

with respect to different kinds of thinking at different times.
operational thinking

means

Concre te,

logical thinking based on step by step concrete
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experiences.

The child no longer relies on just what he
perceives

questions, he also relies on what he knows.
not
it

become bigger

looks longer.

poured

just

because

He kn ows

into a tall

it

that an

He knows

becomes longer when
amount of liquid

to

answer

that a ball of clay does

rolled out, even though

is the

narrow container or a short, wide one.

same whether

it

is

He can keep two

properties of the clay or water in mind at the same time,
shape and quantity.

He knows

that while one property changes, the other remains the
same.

is the crucial

concept of reversibility. The form of an object can be visually

changed and the child can mentally reverse that new form back
one without seeing the transformation before his eyes.
the

amount of clay or water

changed.
the

it

same

is

This

is still the

to the old

He can deduce

same, no matter how

it's

shape

that

may be

Similarly a child can be both a Mexican and an American, yet be
person,,

It is

not possible to see

possible to keep in mind

more than one

more than one

point of view, even as

attribute of a thing or person.

Piaget calls this decente ration, the shift from seeing only one property to

being able to comprehend several properties
to a

broader point of view.

at once.

This, clearly, leads

Reversibility , or the ability to understand that when

things or people appear to change, one quality remains constant,

is

a key

factor in Piaget’s theory of the development of intelligence.

Children also discover reciprocity .
the second is shorter than the first.

grandmother’s daughter.

If

one stick

My mother

is

both

is

longer than another,

my mother

and

my

Reciprocity means relationships between objects
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and groups of objects.

The experiments that follow of putting objects

series and classifying them as alike or different,
will

The important thing

to grasp is that

when a child

finally

Into a

illustrate reciprocity.

reaches the stage of

concrete operations with respect to different types of
thinking such as number,
shape, quantity, area, volume, etc. he can transform
an object in his mind from

one form to another.

He can transform 2+2

into 4

and back again: 4-2 = 2.

He

can transform a random selection of letters into alphabetical order; he
can

transform a lizard and an alligator

into the

general class of reptiles.

by means of generalizing from many actual experiences, the child

make

step by step logical deducations about his world.

Thus,

is able to

Reversability and

reciprocity are the tools he uses in his "concrete operations" upon his world.

But this ability does not come

all at

once.

Oddly enough, while a child can

transform ideas of quantity by age six or seven, notions of conservation

of

length, time, distance, weight and volume are not constructed until he

reaches ten or eleven.

In

summarizing

this stage, Piaget says:

The concrete operations related directly to objects
and to groups of objects (classes), to the relations
between objects and to the counting of objects.
p. 132.)
( The Psychology of the Child,
.

The

final stage in the

formal operational stage .

.

development of the child’s intelligence

is the

After the age of eleven or twelve, the child begins

to reason logically and deductively

from hypotheses and known information.

He

does not depend on first hand experience for gaining knowledge about his world

anymore.

Ilis

thinking can be disconnected from objects.

He can now combine
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many

different kinds of sea shells, for instance,
into the class of

or separate the

same

and permutations).

mo llusk,

set into bi -valves and uni-valves
(combinations n

And he can do

this

rather than from direct experience.

from pictures, reading and discussion

As he enters adolescence,

person begins to work out logical explanations for himself.
logico-mathematical thinking by Piaget.

the young

This

is

called

The sixteen year old knows that a

family income of imder $3000. means poverty.

He can deduce

that children

will be hungry, unstable, poorly nourished and probably low-achievers
at

school.

This requires a

lot of step

by step abstract thinking.

He can also

perform syllogisms:
All roses are flowers
All roses smell sweet

All flowers do not smell sweet.

Mathematically he can factor numbers
algebraic operations.

The stage

in different

ways and perform complex

of formal operations, in other words, brings

the teen-ager to the realm, of adult thinking and reasoning.

APPENDIX B

KOHLBERG’S STAGES OF MORAL GROWTH

KOHLBERG'S STAGES OF MORAL GROWTH
Basis of Judgment

Stages of Development

Moral values are derived
from principles which can

Stage

Conscience of principle orientation.

6:

Orientation not only to actually
ordained social rules but to principles
of choice involving appeal to logical

be applied universally.

universality and consistency.
Orientation to conscience as a
directing agent and to mutual respect

and trust.

CONVENTIONAL

Stage 5:

Contractual legalistic orientation.
Recognition of an arbitrary element
or starting point in rules or expectations for the sake of agreement. Duty
defined in terms of contract, general
avoidance of violation of the will or
rights of others, and majority will
and welfare.

Stage

Authority

4:

— and social-order — main-

Moral value resides in
performing good or right

Orientation to
duty"
and
"doing
to showing respect
for authority and maintaining the given

roles, in maintaining the

social order for its

conventional order and the
expectancies of others.

for earned expectation of others.

taining orientation.

Stage

PRE CONVENTIONAL
Moral value resides

Stage

3:

:

in

external, quasi-physical
happenings, in bad acts, or in
quasi-physical needs rather than
in persons and standards.

own sake.

Regard

Good-boy orientation. Orientation to
approval and to pleasing and helping
others. Conformity to stereotypical
images of majority or natural role
behavior, and judgment by intentions.

Naively egoistic orientation. Right
action is that instrumentally satisfying
the self’s needs and occasionally
others’. Awareness or relativism of
value to each actor ;s needs and perspective. Naive egalitarianism and
orientation to exchange and reciprocity.

Stage 1:

Obedience and punishment orientation.
Egocentric deference to superior
power or prestige, or a troubleavoiding set.

Objective responsibility.
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Some Milestones of
Ego Development
Jane Loevinger and
Ruth Wessler
Sta^e

Code

Tnt 'prPi r sonal
Oi
1C

-Conscious

Autistic

Self vs. nonself

»

Presocial

#

Cognitive
Sty I e

1-1

Symbiotic
Symbiotic

Impulsive

1-2

Impulsive, fear of
retaliation

Receiving,
dependent,
exploitive

Bodily feelings
expecially sexual and aggro—

Stereotype
conceptual
confusion

sive

SelfProtective

Conformist

A
1-3

Fear of being caught,
externalizing blame,
opportunistic

Conformity to external rules, shame,
guilt for breaking
rules

»

Wary, manipulative, exploitive

Belonging,
helping,
superficialniceness

Self-Protection
wishes, things
advantage, control

Appearance,
social acceptability, banal
feelings behavior

Conceptual
simplicity,
stereotypes
cliches

Differentiated
feelings,
motives for behavior, % selfrespect, achievements, traits
expression

Conceptual
complexity
idea of
patterning

Vividly conveyed
feelings, integration of physiological and
psychological,
psychological
causation of
behavior,
development,
role conception,
self-fulfillment, self in
social context

Increased
conceptual
complexity,
complex
patterns,
toleration
for ambig-

1

Conscientious

Autonomous

1-4

1-5

Self-evaluated
standards, selfcriticism, guilt
for consequences,
long-term goals
and ideals

•

communication

Add: Coping with

Add:

Respect
for autonomy

conflicting inner
needs, toleration

Integrated

1-6

Add:

Reconciling
inner conflicts,
renunciation of
unattainable

Intensive responsible,
mutual, concern for

Add: Cherish-

Add:

uity, bi'oad
scope,

objectivity

Identity

individuality
t

NOTE
"Add" means in addi‘ ion to the description applying to the
previous level.
Source:
Loevinger, Jane and Wesslcr, Ruth Ensuring Ego Development
Vol. 1. JossevBass Inc., Publ.: San Francisco, 1970.
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APPENDIX

D

A DESCRIPTION OF LOEVINGER'S EGO DEVELOPMENT STAGES 1-3, 1-3/4 and 1-4

Loevinger and Wessler (1970) describe the 1-3 stage as follows:
The 1-3 subject structures the world in a conceptually
simple manner.
Formulas for what does happen or what
ought to happen tend to be stated in absolute terms,
without contingencies or exceptions. When a particular
category of persons or situations is mentioned, a
sweeping generalization is often given, as if it
applied to all members of the category rather than to
just certain ones of them.
Behavior is governed by
rules and is often judged by absolute standards of
right and wrong.
Superlatives are often used;
things are the best possible or the worst.
The
1-3 person describes herself in socially acceptable
terms.
Her faults and her troubles are often trivial
or conventional and sometimes they are even virtues.
Conventional norms are accepted without question or
personal evaluation. Cliches are frequent, often
moralistic ones. Among the most important social norms
for the 1-3 subject are those that define the conventional
sex roles. The social norm requires that one be
The 1-3 women value
satisfied with one's sex role.
a pleasing, friendly personality and like to be part of
They depend on popularity and expressions of
a group.
social approval. Belonging makes them feel secure.
They often disapprove of hostility and aggression.
Concern for physical appearance is one of the most
There is also
distinctive marks of the 1-3 level.
preoccupation with concrete and external aspects of life.
Interpersonal interaction is described in terms of
behavior rather than in terms of differentiated feelings,
Inner life is mentioned only in
motives, or traits.
such as happy, sad,
banalities,
terms of generalities and
love and undercourse,
fun, close, embarrassed, and, of
mentioned as
never
At 1-3 sex and love are
standing.
to be
seems
two aspects of a single relation. Love
in its
taken
is
synonymous with caring for, which in turn
are
Feelings
concrete meaning of taking care of ...
if vague,
characteristic
more
but
denied,
sometimes
is net
conflict
Inner
response.
non-committal
evasive or
There is emphasis on concrete things, on
acknowledged.
Another aspect of the
outcomes rather than processes.
to class people
tendency
1-3 woman's concrete view is her
characteristics.
in terms of superficial, often demographic,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

9G

There is a transition stage between 1-3 and 1-4 referred
to as the
1-3/4 or the stage in which the transition from conformist
to conscientious

takes place.

Loevinger and Wessler (1970) describe this stage as follows:
In place of the 1-3 tendency to classify actions in
mutually exclusive categories of right and wrong, the 1-3/4
subject tends to think about appropriateness, what is right
for the time and the place and the situation. There are
contingencies, exceptions, and comparisons, though they
are global and often banal.
Self-consciousness to
prototypic for the 1-3/4 transition, along with a rudimentary
self-awareness and self-criticism.
Another aspect or
manifestation of self-concsciousness is discomfort in a
social situation. There may also be a feeling of loneliness
being aware of being alone, or even a desire to be alone.
The 1-3/4 subject has a stronger awareness of feelings than
does the 1-3 person and is more aware of individual differences
in attitudes, interests and abilities than is the 1-3
person, but she mentions them in more global and banal terms
than does the 1-4 subjects.
The traits seen at 1-3/4
partake of moods, norms, or virtues.
and they merge
with elementary and vague social concerns. A common concern
is being helpful.
The 1-3/4 woman has a deepend interest
in interpersonal relations.
Moreover, interactions are
described in terms of feelings or traits rather than in
Aggressive and hostile feelings
purely behavioral terms.
Behavior is seen as
may also be openly acknowledged.
having a reason or motive, but this is stated in general.
Elementary conceptions of purpose, goals, models and
expectations are present at 1-3/4, but such conceptions are
The 1-3/4 woman
more sharply defined at higher levels.
may display an interest in opportunities, contrasting with
the 1-3 stress on the easy life and plenty of money.
Banal or ordinary responses about healthy, illness, death,
religion and God are more common at this than at other
levels
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The 1-4 conscientious stage is described by Loevinger and Wessler
(1970) as follows:

True conceptual complexity is shown by the 1-4 person,
contrasting with conceptual simplicity at 1-3 and multiThe 1-4 subject not only displays
plicity at 1-3/4.
.A
complex thinking but also perceives comlexity
alternatives
combine
often
will
person
1-4
an
response by
Absolute statements and rules
that are polar opposites.
comparative and contingent
in
ones
are often replaced by
The 1-4 subject sees life as presenting many,
form.
She is not a pawn of fate but holds the origin
choices.
The achievement motive is at its
of her own destiny.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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height at the 1-4 level.
.In addition to objective
accomplishment she strives for self-improvement
The 1-4 subject has a strong sense of responsibility,
she thinks of her duties, and at times she feels guilt
over the consequences of her actions, as opposed to
guilt over breaking rules per se at 1-3/4 or 1-3.
The 1-4 woman has her own self -evaluated standards,
not only moral but also esthetic.
She has long-term
goals and ideals, idistinguishes means from ends and is
concerned with purpose in life.
She has a richly
differentiated inner life.
She finds joy and fulfillment in life.
She has a vivid sense of individual
differences in the long-term dispositions that underlie
behavior. Her descriptions of people are more realisticsounding because she perceives more complexities.
.The
1-4 person is aware of herself, reflects on herself and
describes herself and others in terms of reflexive traits.
She is self-critical, but also has self-respect.
Interpersonal interaction is intensive; she displays a clear
conception of mutuality, and, more variably, companionship,
sympathy, identification and so on.
The ability to see
matters from the other person's point of view is a connecting
connecting link between the deeper interpersonal relations
of the 1-4 subject and her more mature conscience.
The 1-4 person is communicating or expressing ideas,
feelings, and abilities while the 1-3 person at times
seems to reduce interpersonal relations to behavior.
She sees intentions and motives as well as consequences
The 1-4 woman is aware of herself and
of behavior.
She has a
others as learning, growing, developing,
The 1-4 subject puts things in
long time perspective.
She sees patterns
a broad social or temporal context.
Abilities and traits are an aspect of
in behavior.
patterning, but so also are expectations, roles, and social
The 1-4 person distinguishes appearances from
mores.
underlying feelings and contrasts the physical with the
She sees people as individuals,
mental or spiritual.
but is also aware of our common humanity
.
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OBJECTIVES FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL EDUCATION TRAINING*

Outline of Content
A.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

To Accept the Study of Oneself as Valuable
and Legitimate Subject Matter

****BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

B.

Given a choice situation, volunteer to participate in
activities with a high degree of regularity.
Periodically make exclamations indicating personal
insights have been reached.
In stress situations, decrease the number of "what’sthe-good-of-this" statements
Demonstrate an increased ability to verbalize what he is
learning about himself, and why it is valuable.
Make an increasing number of references linking wnat
he is learning about himself, and why it is valuable.
By suggesting subject matter and/or activities, take
an increasingly active role in planning the direction of
the class.
Demonstrate increased willingness to discuss here-andnow behavior or behavior patterns with the group.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

The teacher will:

To Accept New Procedures for Learning Such
As Gaming, Fantasizing, Role-Playing, Etc.

The

teacher will:

Suggest new games, fantasies.
Initiate games, role playing, etc. when given the
opportunity in class to do so.
Encourage others to participate in scheduled activities
when they are reluctant to do so.
Encourage others and volunteer to lead the class in
activities
Verbalize positive reactions to exercises before, during,
and/or after the exercises.
Make fewer critical or negative oomments about exercises
when they are introduced.
Make fewer statements like "I like this because we get out
of work
.

workshop
*The exact reference for these objectives which guided our
the.tord
training is not known. However, they are believed to be part oj.
Weinstein,
Gerald
by
directed
Education
Foundation Project in Affective
University of Massachusetts, School of Education.

"

.
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C.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

10.
8.

9.

D.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

2.
3.

4.

E.

To Increase Awareness of One's Internal Sentences,
Dialogues, and qhysical Sensations.
The teacher will:

Record unspoken dialogues and sentences that transpired in
his mind during an exercise.
More frequently verbalize physical sensations.
Role play a variety of physical and non-verbal expressions.
Verbalize the conflicts and contradictions indicative of
internal dialogues.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
1.

The teacher will:

Increase the number of times he verbally expresses feelings.
Increase range and frequency of emotions displayed in
classroom.
Express awareness of ambiguity and complexity of his own
emotions
More frequently ask for clarification of others' feelings.
Increase the number of times he "owns" a feeling.
Demonstrate increased congruency between verbal statements
and non-verbal expressions.
Express awareness of the polarity of certain personal emotions
and express acceptance of two polarities by verbalizing the
value of each
Demonstrate freedom to deviate from the prevailing mood of the
class when the latter runs counter to his true feelings.
Demonstrate an ability to respond with alternate behaviors
in given types of situations where he has previously responded in
a consistent emotional pattern.
Demonstrate an ability to role play feelings opposite from those
he is experiencing.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

1.

To Become More Aware of the Many Feelings
One Has.

To Increase One's Ability to Accurately Express
One's Affective State .to Oneself.
The teacher will:

Complete in his journal statmenets beginning "When
." "When I get up in the morning,
makes me feel.
.

I

see.

I

susually feel,

.

.

it

etc.
2.
3.

4.

F.

Report that he is able to describe feelings that he couldn't before
Express integration of feelings and thought.
Be recognized by others to be more "in touch" with his feelings.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.

To Become More Aware of the Similarities and
Differences Between ONe's Unique Responses to
A Situation and Those of Others.

The

te.\.

er will:

Demonstrate a concern for the responses of others.
statements.
Use "I thought I was the only one who felt that way"
Exhibit excitement or joy in relating his responses.

.

.

.
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4.

Recognize and make legitimate responses to
situations of
others different from his own.
G.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

H.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

2.
3.
4.
5.

I.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

2.
3.

4.
5.

J.

BHEAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

The teacher will:

To Become MOre Accepting and Supportive of the
thoughts and Feelings of Others in the Class

The teacher will:

Share experiences with the class.
Say "I felt that way also."
Ask others how they react to situations.
Display non-verbal supportive responses, e.g., eye-to-eye
contact, nodding head, listening carefully, etc.
Make suppor't.ive statements to others.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

1.

To Become More Trusting of Others in the Class.

Disclose more feelings and thoughts,
Describe negative feelings.
Express contradictions.
Show support of others in class by attending
patiently to their disclosures.
Make fewer judgmental responses to the disclosures
of others

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

1.

The teacher will:

Show eagerness to share thoughts and feelings.
Increase the length of time he is discussing his thoughts
and feelings
Increase the frequency of responses to questions about his
thoughts and feelings.
Increase the spectrum of emotional statements.
Communicate feelings through the "body talk" game.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

1.

To Improve and Make More Accurate One's
Disclosures
of Thoughts and Affective States to
Friends in the
Class

To Think and Feel More Positively About Oneself.
The teacher will:

Report that he feels better about himself.
Demonstrate greater effectiveness in interpersonal relationships.
Become more open and frank.
Speak more frequently of himself in positive terms.
Recall and relate an increasing number of positive experiences.
Enumerate his strengths.
Clarify the ways he is similar to and different from
others in the class.

.

.

.

.
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K.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

L.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

M.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

2.
3.

4.

N.

To Increase One's
for Oneself.

Acceptance of Responsibility

The teacher will:

Use statements like "I chose to" rather than "I had to."
Accomplish more of the tasks he assigns himself.
Explain his decisions rantionally and calmly.
Reduce the number of defensive statements.
React positively to suggestions and criticisms.
Identify specific experiences as being the result of
specific choice he himself has made.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

1.

The teacher will:

Make decisions that are different from the majority in the class.
Express less frustration about decisions.
Function more effectively in tense situations.
List in priority order the values which determine a given
behavior
Exhibit conviction when expressing a minority opinion in the
group
Not verbalize discomfort when no grade is given after 1st
marking period.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

1.

To Become More Dependent on Internal Supports
Rather Than on External Supports.

To Become More Aware of One's Major Concerns.

The teacher will:

Report concerns in his journal.
Express insights.
Display emotions linked to major concerns and show understanding
of the connection.
In response to a particular situation, be able to place himself
on a continuum representing the full range of reactions.

CONTENT OBJECTIVES:

To Become Increasingly Aware of One's Behavioral

Patterns

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.

4.

The teacher will:

Describe himself in terms of typical behavior.
Project feelings outside of himself.
Demonstrate the opposite of a particular behavior.
Make generalizations about his behavior based on the data
generated during exercises

"

.

.
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O.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.

4.

P.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

2.
3.

4.

Q.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

3.

4.
R.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

2.

3.
4.

S.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

2.
3.
4.

To Be Willing to Experiment With a New Behavior.

The teacher will:

To Predict the Possible Consequences of a New Behavior.

The teacher will:

Brainstorm with other members of the group ossible outcomes
of behavior change.
Complete sentence stubs, such as "If I became my new pattern, I
would be ...
Verbalize fantasies of the possible consequences of a new behavior.
Role play possible consequences of a new behavior.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

1.

The teacher will:

Express the desire to change his behavior.
Generate possible alternative behaviors.
Support others in the class when they attempt a new behavior.
Deal with ideas from others in terms of new behavior for himself.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

1.

To Become More Aware of the Consequences of One's
Patterns of Behavior.

Inventory the consequences of a given behavior pattern.
Create a fantasy of how a situation described to him ends.
Verbalize the contradictions between the consequences of the
behavior pattern and what that pattern is designed to accomplish.
Demonstrate the consequences of behavior by role playing others
in the group.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

1.
2.

The teacher will:

Identify the radvantages of a given behavior or pattern.
Be able to describe earlier patterns of behavior and how they
served him.
Complete sentence stubs such as "I usually behave this way because..."
Be able to describe possible ways in which certain behavioral
patterns serve others

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

1.

To Become More Aware of How One’s Patterns of
Behavior Serve One

To Experiment With a New Behavior.

The teacher will:

alternative behaviors.
Tell others that he wishes to try one of the
step toward the new
one
take
to
Contract with himself in writing

Write reactions he observes in others and
behavior is tried.
Demonstrate a variety of new behaviors.

m

himself when the nev

T.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

2.
3.

4.

CONTENT OBJECTIVE:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.

4

The teacher will:

Verbalize what the results of the behavior change were.
Distinguish between the positive results.
Ask other members of the group for feedback.
Complete sentence stubs, such as "The most important results
of my new behavior are ..."

1.

U.

To Evaluate the Results of a New Behavior.

.

To Have A Wider Range of Choices Within A
Particular Behavioral Area.

The teacher will:

Tell others whether he chooses to continue his old pattern
of behavior or adopt a new behavior.
Display a wider range of behavior.
Verbalize all the possible alternatives available to
him in terms of his behavior.
Display confidence in his ability to react in a particular
behavior area.
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THE TRUMPET PROCESSING GUIDE
Gerald Weinstein
Center for Humanistic Education
University of Massachusetts

Following are additional processing ideas for each phase of the sequence:

A.

Confrontation and Inventorying of Responses.
1.

What’s happened? What did you do? What specific actions
did you take ?

2.

What were you paying most

3.

At which points in the situation did you
most uncomfortable ?

4.

Can you describe any

5.

Where

6.

What sentences were you saying

in

attention to ?

of the feelings

feel

most comfortable,

you had?

your body were the feelings being experienced?
to yourself?

What was your

internal monologue or dialogue?

7.

Can you write down what some of the different voices
head were saying as if it were a script?

8.

How many

in

your

of the sentences involved "shoulds" or "shouldn'ts ?"

What were they?
9.

you felt like doing something else, what stopped you or allowed
you to do it ?

If

affected by the responses of others?

10.

Were you

11.

How were youre responses
from others

B.

to the situation the

How?
same or

different

in the situation?

Recognizing and Clarifying Patterns.
1.

How

2.

In

is

your response typical of you?

what kinds of situations do you usually respond
(When, where, and under what conditions ?)

that

way?

)

)

)
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3.

If

you were going to train someone to respond
as you do
what would you train them to do
(Detailed

situations,
4.

?

Can you remember
the situation as

the first time you responded this
were happening right now.

in those
as possible.

way? Describe

if it

6.
5.

What would be the exact opposite response from yours?
(Describe
in detail.

Fill in the following

Whenever I'm

blanks

in

in a situation

regard to your pattern:

where

s

experience feelings of

and what
C.

I

do

i

.

is

tell

Iusually

myself

.

Owning Pattern by Clarifying Function.
1.

Imagine that your pattern is a servant you hired. What is that servant
supposed to do for you? Can you write a job description?

2.

Put your pattern in an empty chair opposite you. Now get into that
chair and become your pattern talking to you. Begin your statements
first

name

like this:

You

if it

about how useful

it is

.

.

(Let the pattern brag

to you.)

3.

What does your pattern

4.

What does

it

weren’t for me.

get for

help you avoid?

you?

What and how does

it

protect you?

From what ?
5.

What "crusher” sentence does your pattern help you avoid saying
yourself about yourself?

(What

is the

to

worst thing that could

happen to you ?
6.

D.

Suppose you wanted to sell your pattern to others.
advertisement that would make others want it.

Consequences (Price)
your pattern getting you what you want?

1.

Is

2.

Where

is it falling

down on

the job?

Make up a powerful

3.

Are there some

effects your pattern is having that you
don't

particularly like ?
4.

What price are you paying for your pattern?

5.

What part

6.

Suppose you could never do anything different with your response,
what might happen?

7.

Are you missing out on anything by responding

8.

What precautions would you

of your pattern annoys

give

you?

this

way? What?

somebody who was going

to use

your pattern?
9.

What

is

the opposite sentence to the crusher that you might give

yourself?
E,

Alternatives.
1.

Imagine that you have discovered the "perfect solution" and have found
a way to respond that doesn't cost you as much as your original
pattern. Picture yourself with this new response pattern in the
following situations:

2.

a.

Your classroom.

b.

At home.

c.

A

Answer
a.

(Use any appropriate situation.)

social occasion.

the following questions for each of the above situations:

What are some

of the specific

new behaviors you would

be exhibiting?
b.

What differences
likely to notice ?

c.

d.

3.

What new

you would those who know you best be most
What would they say? How would you respond?

in

feelings would you have about yourself?

these feelings affect your appearance? Would you
walk, talk, look different? How?

How would

Brainstorm

all the

possible experiments that might serve to get you

started in the direction you want to go.

4.
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Pick one or two that seem to be achievable.

For each one answer

the following questions:

5.

a.

What within you

will attempt to sabotage

b.

What within you

v/ill

your experience?

allow you to try the experiment?

After deciding on some strategies, outline the specific actions
you
will take. What are they? In what situations are they to be tried,
with whom, and how often? How can you reward yourself for your
efforts ?

6.

F.

Let at least one other person know of your experimental design and
decide how and when you will report your progress to that person.

Evaluation.
1.

What happened with your experiments?

2.

What were some

of the thoughts, feelings, and action

consequences

that resulted?

3.

Did your strategy seem adequate, or does

4.

If

it

need some revision?

what you tried was given a fair trial and didn’t seem satisfactory,
what else might you try from your list of alternatives ?

Choice

G.

After running these experiments with yourself, what decision are you

ready to make about your original pattern and alternative

A

’’try

on" behaviors

?

person who had successfully internalized the Trumpet Process would

be adept

in filling in the

blanks of the following passage for most intra-

or inter-personal situations:

Whenever

I

,

I

anticipate that

thought

confrontation

So

I

susually

.

I

react that

way

in

order

to

leering s, behaviors, typical reaction.
get and/or avoid

.

But

in the

process,
consequences, price paid

function

So what

I

would really prefer

is

ideal end-state

The next time

I

found myself

in that situation

I

tried the following experiments

1.
•

2.
•

3. "
I

"

•

1

•

liked what happened

when

I

tried
specific experiment

so from

now on

I

am

going to
choice

APPENDIX G
Means, Standard Deviations, Ranges and Developmental Level
of the Experimental and Control Groups on the Outcome
Measures
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